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Abstract
Two of the most important features of any rigid body dynamics simulation framework are
physical accuracy and high performance. The focus of this thesis will be on developing an
impulse-based collision response system that is capable of generating physically correct results
for a broad spectrum of simulation scenarios while at the same time all employed algorithms will
provide the speed and efficiency that is required for performing real-time simulations. Ultimately,
integrated into the framework of the pe physics engine, the collision response system that is
developed in this thesis will be capable of performing both stable as well as visually accurate
real-time simulations that consist of a few hundred piled-up rigid bodies.
Further key features of the collision response system are a highly efficient C++-based
implementation of all algorithms, a shared memory parallelization that aims at utilizing the
computational power of current and future multi-core processors, an iterative resolution algorithm
that achieves fast convergence, and a wide variety of performance enhancing mechanism,
including a sophisticated sleeping system. In the course of this thesis, the necessary mathematical
background is presented, detailed information on the actual implementation is given, and a
number of benchmarks are performed in order to evaluate the runtime performance.
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Introduction

Collision response systems are at the core of every rigid body dynamics simulation framework. They
are responsible for generating the physically correct motion of all simulated rigid bodies using the
information that is provided by the collision detection module. In order to resolve the detected
interpenetrations and contacts between all rigid bodies, a wide variety of different penetration
correction and contact resolution methods exist. All these methods – despite of using different
approaches that lead to fundamentally different algorithms – share one common principle: the
mathematical/physical accuracy of the simulated rigid body dynamics is in inverse proportion to
the runtime of the simulation. As a consequence, simulations that must satisfy real-time constraints
require fast and efficient collision response systems, yet these simulations will still almost always
have to cut back on either scene complexity or mathematical/physical accuracy.
The work related to this thesis is the result of the extension of the pe physics engine by a
new collision response system. The pe physics engine is mainly developed and maintained by Klaus
Iglberger [Igl10]. It aims at realistic, i.e., physically correct rigid body simulations. One of the most
outstanding features of the pe framework is its MPI parallelization [MPI], which enables massively
parallel simulations. The goal is to provide a framework that is modular by design and that is
capable of performing large-scale simulations that involve millions or even billions of rigid bodies.
The focus of this thesis will be on developing a new collision response system that is, among
other things, capable of performing real-time simulations. So far, all collision response algorithms
already included in the pe framework are either not applicable in real-time environments or limited
to certain simulation scenarios (e.g., the simulation of granular media but not scenarios that require
stable stacking of objects). The collision response system that is presented in this thesis is designed
to close this gap: It will generate physically correct results for a broad spectrum of simulation
scenarios while at the same time all employed algorithms will provide the speed and efficiency to
enable real-time simulations. To further enhance the performance, a shared memory parallelization is
introduced which allows the collision response system to utilize the computational power of modern
multi-core processors. As a result, the pe framework will be able to perform real-time simulations
that involve a considerable number of interacting rigid bodies. If the application does not require
real-time performance, scenes consisting of many more bodies can be simulated while at the same
time very good runtime performance will be achieved. The ideas and concepts of Ian Millington
[Mil07], Eran Guendelman et al. [GBF03], Brian Mirtich [Mir96], Kenny Erleben [Erl05], David
Baraff [Bar89, BW97], Matthew Moore [MW88], and James Hahn [Hah88] serve as a basis for the
work that is presented in this thesis. Some of their ideas are adopted, some are discarded, and some
new concepts are developed, all motivated by the goal of creating a collision response system that
combines high performance and runtime efficiency with stability and physical accuracy.
This thesis is divided into four parts. The first part presents a dedicated penetration correction
algorithm that deals with handling unintentionally occurring interpenetrations between rigid bodies.
Following the chronological order of the algorithms in the final implementation, the second part of
this thesis introduces an impulse-based contact resolution system that utilizes an iterative solving
scheme (colliding contacts are resolved consecutively as opposed to all contacts being resolved at the
same time). Afterwards, the third part of this thesis presents a shared memory parallelization that
is based on OpenMP [OMP] and aims at utilizing the computational power of current and future
multi-core processors. In the fourth and final part of this thesis, the results of various benchmarks are
analyzed, i.e., the performance of the newly developed collision response system and the implemented
1
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parallelization is evaluated for different benchmark scenarios and with respect to specific simulation
requirements – one requirement being the capability to satisfy real-time constraints.
The implementation of the penetration correction and contact resolution algorithms follows
the modular design of the pe framework. As a consequence, the presented penetration correction
method is neither connected to nor dependent on the developed contact resolution algorithm and
vice versa – i.e., the presented penetration correction method can be combined with other contact
resolution algorithms just like the developed contact resolution algorithm can be combined with
other penetration correction methods. The implementation itself is based on C++. However, all
programming-specific remarks and all algorithms presented in this thesis are easily transferable to
other low-level programming languages.
The fundamental basics of rigid body physics are presumed to be known by the reader of this
thesis. These fundamental basics of rigid body kinetics and dynamics can be found in many sources
including some of the papers, dissertations, and books quoted above. For instance, explaining the
fundamental (mathematical) correlations between linear velocity, angular velocity, linear acceleration,
angular acceleration, force, momentum, torque, mass, and moment of inertia exceeds the scope of this
thesis. Therefore, these basics are presumed to be known. However, all mathematical correlations
that are required for resolving collisions between two rigid bodies – and thus can be found at the
core of every collision resolution system – are, of course, explained in full detail. Moreover, the
following notation is used for all formulas in order to distinguish between different mathematical
operations: the multiplication of two scalar values, the multiplication of a scalar and a vector, and
matrix-vector multiplications are indicated by “⋅”, the dot/scalar product of two vectors is indicated
by “ ∗ ”, and the cross product of two vectors is indicated by “×”. Also, the three scalar components
of any arbitrary three-dimensional vector υ are expressed as υ0 , υ1 , and υ2 , respectively.
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Penetration Correction

2.1

The Necessity of Penetration Correction

Penetration correction systems are only necessary if the underlying simulation framework cannot
prevent interpenetrations between rigid bodies from occurring in the first place. Unfortunately, this
is the case with the pe physics engine. Within the framework of the pe, interpenetrations between
rigid bodies are mainly caused by the following two reasons:
1. The simulation is carried out on the basis of (equally sized) time steps.
In-between two time steps, all rigid bodies in the simulation are moving simultaneously,
and afterwards they are all tested for intersections at the same time. These intersection tests
are based on a static collision detection scheme. As a consequence, the intersection/contact
detection information only corresponds to simulation states at discrete points in time. Such a
static collision detection scheme is dramatically less time-consuming and thus a lot cheaper
than a dynamic collision detection system that takes into account the full continuous motion
of each body in-between two time steps. Unfortunately, such a fixed time-stepping scheme
in combination with a static collision detection system inevitably leads to interpenetrations
between moving rigid bodies in the simulation (see Figure 1).

(a) No contact is detected between the two
bodies. Consequently, both bodies are allowed to move without any restrictions.

(b) The movement of the body on the right
caused both bodies to interpenetrate each
other in the next time step.

Figure 1: Interpenetrations between moving rigid bodies are inevitable if a fixed time-stepping
scheme is used in combination with a static collision detection system.
The larger the size of every single time step or the faster the simulated rigid bodies are
moving, the greater the distance bodies are traveling in-between two consecutive time steps
and the more severe the (unfortunately unpreventable) interpenetrations will be. This problem,
of course, could be solved by choosing very small time steps. However, using smaller time
steps results in many more time steps that have to be simulated, which almost always leads to
an inferior runtime performance. Therefore, one goal during the development of the collision
response system that is presented in this thesis was to use as few time steps as possible while
at the same time guaranteeing a certain specific level of simulation accuracy. Consequently, to
achieve believable behavior, the simulation system must deal with interpenetrations.
2. The contact resolution process might be prematurely aborted.
Ideally, the contact resolution algorithm is able to resolve all detected contacts so that
after the execution of the contact resolution process, not a single contact is classified as a
colliding contact anymore. However, in practice, the employed resolution algorithms are
often prematurely aborted in order to achieve better performance. This, for example, is the
case if a LCP-based method is used in combination with a solver that aborts after a fixed
maximum number of iterations. The same holds true for the resolution algorithm presented
in this thesis which also aborts after a fixed maximum number of iterations. Every time the
3
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employed resolution process is prematurely aborted, some colliding contacts remain unresolved,
a direct result of which are interpenetrations between the involved rigid bodies. Again, these
interpenetrations must be dealt with in order to achieve believable behavior and to guarantee
a certain specific level of simulation accuracy.
Another source for the occurrence of interpenetrations between the simulated rigid bodies is the
finite precision with which computers generally represent floating point numbers. However, interpenetrations that are caused by limited computational accuracy are, for one thing, in practice, almost
always negligible and, for another thing, occurring considerably less frequently than interpenetrations
that are caused by one of the two reasons described above.

2.2

Requirements for Correcting Interpenetrations

In order to be able to correct interpenetrations, the intersection/contact detection system must
provide certain specific information. This information is provided in the form of a list that contains
all detected contacts. Every single contact in this list contains the following information:
 A reference to both rigid bodies involved in the contact.

These bodies are referred to as body A and body B throughout the rest of this thesis
(see Figure 2). It should be noted that if a contact between two particular bodies is detected,
these two bodies will almost always at least slightly interpenetrate each other.
 The point of contact (→ pointcontact / pcontact ).

A single point (in world coordinates) that represents the contact. This point may be
located anywhere in the area of intersection, i.e., no assumptions can be made about the
location of this point. This especially applies for the assumption about the point of contact
being located at the surface of body A or body B (see Figure 2).
 The contact normal (→ normalcontact / ncontact ).

A unit vector (in world coordinates) perpendicular to the “contact plane”. By convention,
the contact normal points away from body B towards body A (see Figure 2). The orientation
of the contact normal affects the mathematical formulas and algorithms used in both the
penetration correction and the contact resolution module. If the collision response system that
is presented in this thesis should be used in combination with a contact detection algorithm
that represents the contact normal as a unit vector pointing away from body A towards
body B, then either the algorithms in the collision response system must be adapted or each
contact’s normal vector must be inverted before the contacts can be processed.
 The contact distance (→ distancecontact / dcontact ).

A scalar value that specifies the distance (along the contact normal) between both bodies.
A negative value indicates interpenetration. Hence, the contact distance is equivalent to the
inverse of the penetration depth. Thus, just as with the contact normal, if a contact detection
module is used that provides the penetration depth instead of the contact distance, then either
the algorithms in the collision response system must be adapted or the value of the penetration
depth must be inverted so that afterwards it may be treated as the contact distance.
Positive contact distance values are also possible, since the employed contact detection
system can be encouraged to identify contacts slightly before the involved bodies are actually
4
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in contact. Moreover, the penetration correction algorithm presented in this thesis can, during
its execution, lead to an increase of some contact distance values (cf. Equation 2.3.7b).

Figure 2: A scene containing three pairs of colliding rigid bodies including the information that is
generated by the contact detection system: contact points, contact normals, and contact distances.
Both the penetration correction and the contact resolution algorithm do not deal with the
exact geometries of the rigid bodies in the simulation. In fact, both algorithms don’t have and don’t
need any knowledge about the geometries of the simulated rigid bodies. Only the contact detection
module has to deal with exact geometries. The collision response system (i.e., penetration correction
& contact resolution) only deals with the list of contacts provided by the contact detection.
As for the penetration correction, only those contacts that contain negative contact distance
values have to be considered. In practice, however, only those contacts that contain distance values
below a small negative threshold are considered by the penetration correction. Throughout the rest of
this thesis, this threshold is referred to as the “penetration threshold”. Consequently, (imperceptibly)
small interpenetrations are allowed to occur in the simulation and thus the corresponding contacts
are not processed by the penetration correction. In any simulation that requires (very) high accuracy,
the only purpose of the penetration threshold is to take into account computational inaccuracy
caused by floating-point arithmetic – consequently, a penetration threshold very close to zero is
chosen. In simulations that have to achieve real-time performance (e.g., computer games), larger
interpenetrations are allowed to occur (without any intervention by the penetration correction) as
long as these interpenetrations are practically not noticeable to the eye.

2.3

Correcting a Single Interpenetration

As already explained in the previous section, if the distance value of a particular contact lies below
the penetration threshold, the interpenetration that corresponds to this contact must be corrected.
Throughout the rest of this thesis, such a contact will be referred to as a “penetrating contact”.
A fundamental problem while correcting interpenetrations is the fact that the local correction
of certain interpenetrations may inevitably cause new interpenetrations to occur (see Figure 3). In

(a) Regardless of how the interpenetration between
the bottom block and the ground is corrected,
another new interpenetration will be caused.

(b) The interpenetration between the sphere and
the block at the top can be corrected without
causing another new interpenetration.

Figure 3: In certain simulation scenarios (image on the left), the local correction of a particular
interpenetration may inevitably cause another new interpenetration to occur.

5
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Figure 4: As illustrated in the center, both spheres are penetrating each other. In order to correct
this interpenetration, either only the left sphere is moved further to the left (leaving the right sphere
as it is) or only the right sphere is moved further to the right (leaving the left sphere as it is).
order to solve this problem, the penetration correction method presented in this thesis is based on a
recursive algorithm that does not just correct a single interpenetration in a local, but rather in a
global context. For this algorithm to work, the following two requirements must be met:
1. The correction algorithm is realized via linear displacements only, i.e., in the course of the
correction process bodies may be moved, but not rotated.
2. Out of the two bodies that are involved in a particular penetrating contact, only one is
displaced in order to correct this interpenetration, but never both (see Figure 4).
The recursive algorithm that treats every single penetrating contact in a global context also starts
with an initial local correction. Following the two requirements just stated, one of the two bodies
involved in a penetrating contact must be moved out of the intersecting area via a linear displacement.
There are two possibilities of how this correction displacement can be chosen:
1. The body is moved out of the intersecting area along the contact normal (see Figure 5(a)).
In principle, this approach is always possible. However, in some cases, it won’t be the
best choice (an explanation as to why will be given over the course of this section). The linear
displacement vector required for this correction process can be calculated as follows:
displacementA = −distancecontact ⋅ normalcontact

(2.3.1a)

displacementB =

(2.3.1b)

distancecontact ⋅ normalcontact

Depending on which one of the two bodies is used for the correction of the corresponding
penetrating contact, either displacementA or displacementB will be chosen.
2. The body is moved backwards along its linear velocity vector (see Figure 5(b)).
The linear displacement caused by the body’s linear velocity in-between the current and
the last time step (→ displacementlinear velocity ) is used for correcting the interpenetration.
This approach, however, is not always possible. For an interpenetration to be corrected via
the linear velocity displacement of body A or B, the corresponding condition must be met:
displacementA,linear velocity ∗ normalcontact ≤

distancecontact

(2.3.2a)

displacementB,linear velocity ∗ normalcontact ≥ −distancecontact

(2.3.2b)

Only if one of these two conditions is met, the interpenetration can be corrected by moving one
of the two bodies out of the intersecting area backwards along its linear displacement caused
by its linear velocity in-between the current and the last time step. The linear displacement

6
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vector that is required for this correction process then can be calculated as follows:
displacementA =

−distancecontact
⋅ displacementA,linear vel.
displacementA,linear vel. ∗ ncontact

(2.3.3a)

displacementB =

distancecontact
⋅ displacementB,linear vel.
displacementB,linear vel. ∗ ncontact

(2.3.3b)

(a) As illustrated in the center, both bodies are penetrating each other. In order to resolve this penetrating
contact, either of the two bodies can be moved out of the intersecting area along the contact normal.

(b) At time step t (first image), the sphere is moving towards the ground and it is not yet in contact with the
block. The movement of the sphere in-between time step t and t+1, however, causes an interpenetration between
the block and the sphere. This interpenetration is detected in time step t+1 (second image). Immediately
afterwards (third image, still time step t+1), the interpenetration is corrected by moving the sphere out of the
intersecting area backwards along its previous linear movement.

Figure 5: Penetrating contacts are resolved by moving one of the two bodies involved in the
contact out of the intersecting area – either along the contact normal or backwards along the linear
displacement caused by the body’s linear velocity in-between the current and the last time step.
As a result, there exist four different possibilities for the initial local correction of an interpenetration: either body A is displaced along the contact normal (cf. Equation 2.3.1a), body A
is displaced backwards along its previous linear velocity vector (cf. Equation 2.3.3a), body B is
displaced along the contact normal (cf. Equation 2.3.1b), or body B is displaced backwards along
its previous linear velocity vector (cf. Equation 2.3.3b). The correction method that is based on the
previous linear velocity displacement may, however, not always be possible (cf. Equations 2.3.2a
and 2.3.2b). Moreover, if one of the two bodies is fixed (→ the body possesses infinite mass, i.e.,
its inverse mass is equal to zero), correcting the interpenetration is always achieved by moving the
one body that is not fixed . Nevertheless, at least one of the up to four possibilities always remains
valid: moving the body that is not fixed out of the intersecting area along the contact normal.
The selection of a body (either A or B) and its corresponding displacement (based on either the
contact normal or the body’s linear velocity) used for the initial local correction of an interpenetration
marks the starting point for the recursive correction algorithm. The fact that there may be multiple
 Any contact that involves two fixed bodies is never passed to the collision response system, but already ignored
by the contact detection.
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(up to four) valid possibilities for performing this initial local correction raises the question of which
one should be chosen. The answer to this question lies within the recursive algorithm itself and thus
cannot be given until after the algorithm has been explained in full detail.
For now, let’s assume that one out of the up to four valid possibilities is arbitrarily chosen for
initiating the recursive procedure. Let X be the body that is about to be moved, and let dX be its
corresponding displacement vector. Then each recursive step performs the following two actions:
1. Each contact of X is inserted into a list that records all contacts that are affected by the
recursion – the entire recursion, not just the current recursive step. If a contact was already
inserted into this list by a previous recursive call, it is not inserted again.
2. If the displacement of body X causes X to get pushed (further) into a directly adjacent body Y
(X and Y share a common contact C), Y is also displaced by dX (if Y is not fixed).

Figure 6: When the interpenetration between sphere X and the ground is corrected, the
displacement of X by dX causes X to get pushed into the top left sphere. X also gets pushed
further into the top right sphere. Therefore, both spheres at the top are also displaced by dX
(second image). Since this series of images only illustrates the correction of the interpenetration
between sphere X and the ground, the interpenetration between X and the top right sphere
remains unaffected (it must be resolved separately).
Let nXY be a unit vector that is collinear with the contact normal of C and pointing
away from X towards Y (→ nXY is either equal to the contact normal of C or to its inverse).
Then the displacement of body X causes X to move towards body Y if and only if
dX ∗ nXY > 0 (see Figure 6).

(2.3.4)

If there is a small gap between the two bodies X and Y (→ the contact distance value dC of
the corresponding contact C is positive), the displacement of body X causes X to get pushed
into body Y if and only if condition 2.3.4 is met and
dX ∗ nXY > dC .

(2.3.5)

If both conditions are met and dC > 0 (both conditions could be met with dC < 0), then there
must be a gap between the two bodies. As a consequence, Y is not displaced by dX but only
by a fraction of dX . This fraction dY can be calculated as follow (see Figure 7(a)):
dY =

dX ∗ nXY − dC
⋅ dX
dX ∗ nXY

(2.3.6)

Ultimately, for each directly adjacent body Y that is affected by the displacement of X, a
recursive call with Y and its corresponding displacement vector dX or dY (depending on
whether or not there was a (small) gap between X and Y ) is executed.
Since during the execution of this recursive algorithm a body could be visited multiple times (possibly
8
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employing the intercept theorem (also
known as Thales’ theorem).
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(b) The correction of the interpenetration between the left block
and the ground creates a gap between the right block and the
block on the top. When the interpenetration between the right
block and the ground is processed (not illustrated above), the gap
gets closed once again, i.e., the top block will remain unaffected by
the correction displacement of the right block (in contrast to the
illustrated correction displacement of the left block). The contact
data is adapted according to Equations 2.3.7a and 2.3.7b.

Figure 7: If, during the recursion, a body X is moved towards a directly adjacent body Y , the
creation of a new/larger interpenetration between these two bodies must be prevented by also
displacing Y . A gap between X and Y influences the displacement that is required for Y .
with different linear displacement vectors), no rigid body is actually moved anywhere right away. In
fact, the displacement vectors calculated during the execution of this algorithm are only associated
with the corresponding rigid bodies. Also, a linear displacement vector dX can only be associated
with a rigid body X if dX is “larger” (in terms of length) than any displacement vector that might
already be associated with X. When the recursive correction process eventually terminates, the
linear displacements are finally applied to all involved rigid bodies.
Likewise, after the termination of the recursion, all contacts that are stored in the list
that records all contacts that are affected by the recursion are adapted to the bodies’ correction
displacements, i.e., for each contact that belongs to a body that was displaced after the recursion,
both the contact point and the contact distance must be updated as follows (with dA being the
linear displacement associated with body A and dB being the linear displacement associated with
body B – one of these two vectors may be equal to null):
pointcontact = pointcontact + 0.5 ⋅ (dA + dB )
distancecontact = distancecontact + (dA − dB ) ∗ normalcontact

(2.3.7a)
(2.3.7b)

The update of the contact data is required due to the bodies’ correction displacements (it is illustrated
in Figure 7(b) and can also be noticed in Figure 6).
There is, however, no guarantee that this global correction process always terminates successfully.
The recursive algorithm is aborted with the entire corresponding global correction process (not to
be mistaken with the initial local correction displacement of one body that initiates the recursive
algorithm) being classified as invalid if either of the following two situations arises:
1. The displacement of a rigid body X causes X to get pushed (further) into a directly adjacent
body that is fixed – including unmovable scene boundaries like the ground (see Figure 8(a)).
2. Let Z be the other body that is associated with the initial penetrating contact C besides the
body that is chosen to be displaced in order to resolve C. If, during the execution of the
corresponding recursive algorithm, the displacement of any rigid body X causes X to get
pushed (further) into Z, the recursion is aborted (see Figure 8(b)).
9
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(a) Moving the sphere out of the intersecting area
along the contact normal only causes another new
interpenetration with the wall to occur (and resolving
this new interpenetration would only reverse the initial
correction and thus restore the initial situation).
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(b) Regardless of which body is moved out of the intersecting area along the contact normal, the recursive
algorithm would cause the other body to be moved by
the same amount. Consequently, the severity of the
interpenetration would remain unaffected.

Figure 8: In both situations, a correction displacement backwards along the previous linear velocity
vector is classified as being impossible since the required conditions are not met (cf. Equations 2.3.2a
and 2.3.2b). As a consequence, the interpenetrations in both scenarios remain unresolved. Situations
like these, however, are extremely unlikely and only arise if the size of the simulation’s time steps is
chosen (far) too large in relation to the velocities of the simulated rigid bodies.
Finally, the recursive algorithm that is used during the correction procedure is outlined in
Algorithm 1. As stated earlier, this recursion is initiated by the local correction of a penetrating
contact. As already mentioned, there exist up to four different possibilities of how to perform this

Algorithm 1: The recursive algorithm used during the correction of a single interpenetration
parameters : a body X and its corresponding displacement vector dX
1

foreach contact C of body X do

3

Y ← the other body that is associated with C besides X
nXY ← the “contact normal” of C pointing away from X towards Y

4

if dX ∗ nXY > 0 AND dX ∗ nXY > distanceC then

2

8

if Y is fixed OR Y is the “other body” of the initial displacement then
The recursive algorithm is aborted and ...
... the entire corresponding correction approach is classified as invalid.
end

9

if distanceC > 0 then

5
6
7

dY =

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

dX ∗ nXY − distanceC
⋅ dX
dX ∗ nXY

else
dY = dX
end
/* this is also true if no displacement vector is yet associated with Y */
if dY is “larger” than the current displacement vector associated with Y , ... then
... dY is associated with Y and ...
... a recursive call with (Y , dY ) is executed.
end
end
if C is not yet stored in the list that records all contacts affected by the recursion, ... then
... C is inserted into this list.
end
end
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initial correction. Out of these potentially multiple valid approaches, the approach that causes
the least disturbance to the simulation is selected – with the degree of disturbance being defined
by the number of bodies that are influenced during the recursion. In order to determine which
approach causes the fewest bodies to be moved, all possibilities are simulated and afterwards the
best one is chosen (see Figure 9(a)). Consequently, the recursive algorithm is executed as many
times as the number of valid approaches to resolve the initial penetrating contact. Moreover, an
initial correction displacement that is based on the previous linear velocity is always preferred over
an initial correction displacement that is based on the contact normal (see Figure 9(b)). However, in
rare occasions, resolving a particular penetrating contact may turn out to be impossible. As a result,
the contact remains unresolved, leaving the corresponding interpenetration as it is (see Figure 8).

(a) Assuming that a displacement based on previous linear velocities is not possible, the interpenetration between
the two spheres could be corrected by either moving the left sphere further to the left (along the contact normal)
or by moving the right sphere further to the right (also along the contact normal). Both possibilities are
simulated. Moving the right sphere leads to the displacement of three additional bodies, whereas moving the left
sphere causes the displacement of only two additional bodies. Thus, in order to resolve the interpenetration, the
correction approach that is based on the displacement of the left sphere will be chosen.

(b) If different approaches cause the same number of additional bodies to be displaced (here: no further bodies
are affected by both approaches), a correction displacement that is based on the previous linear velocity is
always preferred over a correction displacement that is based on the contact normal.

Figure 9: The best approach (→ the approach that causes the least disturbance in the simulation)
for resolving a particular penetrating contact must be chosen out of up to four different possibilities.

2.4

The Final Penetration Correction Algorithm

The correction procedure that is explained in the previous section can be used to resolve a single
penetrating contact (potentially causing the displacement of multiple rigid bodies). In order to
resolve each (and not just one) interpenetration that is currently present in the simulation, all
penetrating contacts are resolved one after another by employing the correction mechanisms that
are explained in the previous section.
A very important property of these correction mechanisms is the fact that (due to the recursive
nature of the correction procedure) resolving a single penetrating contact doesn’t cause new detectable
interpenetrations to occur. Sometimes, the correction of one penetrating contact might even lead
to the correction of additional contacts (e.g., see Figure 7(b): Regardless of whether the left or
11
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the right contact at the bottom of the left block is processed, after the execution of the correction
procedure that corresponds to either of these two contacts, both penetrating contacts – not to be
mistaken with the two unrelated interpenetrations in the left image – are resolved).
The fact that each penetrating contact must be corrected only once in order to remain corrected
over the course of the entire penetration correction process enables the penetration correction to
achieve excellent performance. The final algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: The final penetration correction algorithm
input : a list listpen.contacts that contains all penetrating contacts
1

while listpen.contacts is not empty do

2

C ← an (arbitrary) contact from listpen. contacts

3

foreach out of the up to four possibilities/approaches of how to correct C do

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19
20

X ← the body (either A or B of C) that corresponds to the current approach
dX ← the corresponding correction displacement (cf. 2.3.1a, 2.3.1b, 2.3.3a, and 2.3.3b)
The recursive algorithm (cf. Algorithms 1 & 3) is executed (initiated with (X, dX )).
end
if C cannot be resolved (cf. Figure 8), ... then
... C is removed from listpen.contacts .
else
The best approach for correcting C is chosen and ...
... all affected rigid bodies are displaced accordingly.
Also, all affected contacts (including C) are updated (→ 2.3.7a & 2.3.7b).
foreach contact T that was just updated do
if distanceT ≥ thresholdpenetration AND T is contained in listpen.contacts then
T is no penetrating contact anymore (→ it was corrected during the
correction procedure of C) and thus must be removed from listpen.contacts .
end
end
end
end

Apart from certain penetrating contacts that may be impossible to resolve (cf. Figure 8),
there exists another reason for interpenetrations between rigid bodies to remain in the simulation
even after the entire penetration correction algorithm was executed. As already mentioned, the
penetration correction procedure is solely based on the contact data that is provided by the static
contact detection system. As a result, if there is no initial contact between two bodies X and Y and
during the correction process X is pushed into Y , this new interpenetration can neither be detected
nor be prevented in the current time step (see Figure 10).

Figure 10: At time step t, the two spheres on the right are moving towards the sphere at the wall
on the left (first image). In the next time step (second image), an interpenetration between the two
spheres on the left is detected. The sphere on the right, however, is not in contact with any other
body. As a result, the correction of the interpenetration on the left causes a new interpenetration
on the right that can neither be detected nor be prevented (third image, still time step t+1).
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Enhancing the Performance & Improving the Stability

In order to greatly improve the performance of the entire penetration correction process, the recursive
algorithm outlined in Algorithm 1 is not realized via actual recursive function calls but via an
implementation that is based on a stack (→ std::stack [Jos99]). During the execution of the
algorithm, pairs of rigid bodies and their corresponding linear correction displacements are pushed
to and popped from the stack as outlined in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3: The recursive correction algorithm realized via a stack-based implementation
2

bodyinitial ← either body A or B of the penetrating contact that is about to be resolved ...
displacementinitial ← ... and its corresponding correction displacement vector

3

stack ← an initially empty stack

4

stack.push(bodyinitial , displacementinitial )

5

while stack is not empty do

1

7

X ← the body that is about to be processed during this iteration and ...
dX ← ... its corresponding correction displacement vector

8

stack.pop(X, dX )

9

The exact same steps as outlined in Algorithm 1 are performed with one exception:
Instead of a recursive call, the instruction “stack.push(Y , dY )” is executed.

6

10

end

Both the recursive algorithm and the stack-based implementation essentially perform a depthfirst search that traverses along contacts of directly adjacent bodies. Both approaches traverse the
affected bodies in a slightly different order. However, after the termination of the depth-first search,
both approaches visited the exact same bodies and result in the same outcome.
As stated at the end of Section 2.3, in order to be able to determine which approach for the
initial local correction of a particular penetrating contact causes the fewest additional bodies to be
moved, the depth-first search must be executed as many times as the number of valid approaches
(four at most, cf. Algorithm 2). This, however, is not entirely true. This procedure can be improved
quite easily. There are two strategies of how to effectively reduce the number of operations/iterations
that are required in order to determine the best approach:
1. The depth-first search (DFS) is aborted if another better approach is already known.
If during the second, third, or fourth execution of the DFS the number of affected bodies
so far is already equal to the number of bodies affected by the currently best approach, the
execution is instantly aborted. A further execution would be a waste of time, it is impossible
that the currently simulated approach turns out to be the best. Consequently, if the first (but
also the second) approach is chosen well, potentially a lot of computation can be saved.
2. For the execution of the first (and second – if a displacement backwards along the previous
linear velocity vector is possible) approach, out of the two bodies A and B of the penetrating
contact, the body that possesses the greater “contact closing speed” is chosen.
The contact closing speed of a rigid body X is defined as the velocity of X at the point of
contact along the contact normal towards the adjacent body. The “contact velocity” vcontact,X
of a body X at the point of contact pcontact can be calculated as follows (with vX being the
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linear velocity of X, ωX being the angular velocity of X, and pX being X’s center of mass):
vcontact,X = vX + ωX × rX

with

rX = pcontact − pX

(2.5.1)

The contact closing speed (a scalar value!) of body A (i.e., the contact velocity of A along the
contact normal towards B) then can be calculated as follows:
speedcontact,A = vcontact,A ∗ −normalcontact
= (vA + ωA × (pcontact − pA )) ∗ −normalcontact

(2.5.2)

Analogously, the contact closing speed of body B is specified as:
speedcontact,B = vcontact,B ∗ normalcontact
= (vB + ωB × (pcontact − pB )) ∗ normalcontact

(2.5.3)

If speedcontact,A > speedcontact,B , the first (and second – if a correction via the previous linear
velocity is possible for body A) approach that is simulated is based on displacing A, otherwise
(→ speedcontact,A ≤ speedcontact,B ) the first (and potentially also the second) approach is based
on displacing B. The idea behind this strategy is based on the fact that in most cases the
body that possesses the greater contact closing speed is mainly responsible for causing the
interpenetration. Moreover, there is a high probability that displacing this body leads to (a
lot) less additional affected bodies (see Figure 11). As a consequence, the simulation of the
subsequent approaches often can be aborted (very) early during the execution. As a result,
the performance of the penetration correction can improve considerably.

Figure 11: In both scenarios, the interpenetration is caused by the stick at the top. Both times,
for all marked contacts, the contact closing speed of the stick (on the left caused by its linear
velocity and on the right caused by its angular velocity) is greater than the corresponding contact
closing speed of the block at the top. Displacing the stick (on the left backwards along the previous
linear velocity and on the right upwards along the contact normal) leads to the displacement of no
additional bodies. As a consequence, both times, the execution of the correction approach based on
the displacement of the block at the top downwards towards the ground (which eventually would
lead to the approach being classified as invalid anyway) is immediately aborted.
In order to improve the stability of the simulation, penetrating contacts are not entirely resolved.
As a consequence, (very) small interpenetrations are allowed to remain in the simulation. In theory,
if penetrating contacts are entirely resolved, after the successful termination of the penetration
correction procedure that processes the interpenetration of two bodies, these two bodies should be
in touching contact (→ the contact distance value is equal to zero, see Figure 12(a)). In practice,
however, limited computational accuracy can lead to a slight miscalculation of the initial correction
displacement vector, causing the generation of an extremely small gap between two initially touching
bodies. In the next time step, this erroneous separation may prevent the contact detection from
detecting a contact between these two bodies. Ultimately, this can lead to jitter/vibration (which,
14
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depending on the penetration threshold, may or may not be noticeable to the eye). As a consequence,
piles or stacks of rigid bodies might not come to rest.
These unintentional separations of touching rigid bodies caused by the penetration correction
can be avoided if penetrating contacts are not entirely resolved (see Figure 12(b)). In order to
prevent the initial correction of a penetrating contact from completely resolving the corresponding
interpenetration, a new correction distance value is introduced (0 < fremaining penetration < 1):
distancecorrection = distancecontact − fremaining penetration ⋅ thresholdpenetration

(2.5.4)

For calculating the initial correction displacement vector, the exact same equations as specified
in Equations 2.3.1a, 2.3.1b, 2.3.2a, 2.3.2b, 2.3.3a, and 2.3.3b are used, with one difference: Each
occurrence of “distancecontact ” is replaced by “distancecorrection ”. As a consequence, small interpenetrations remain in the simulation (the amount of these remaining interpenetrations depends on
the choice of fremaining penetration ), thereby improving the stability of the collision response system.

(a) In theory, if penetrating contacts are entirely resolved, after the execution of the penetration correction,
the sphere will be resting exactly on top of the stack.

(b) In practice, however, penetrating contacts are not
entirely resolved. As a consequence, a small interpenetration between the sphere and the block remains even
after the execution of the penetration correction.

Figure 12: The stability of the entire collision response system can be improved by slightly adapting
the calculation of the initial correction displacement vector so that interpenetrations are not entirely
resolved, causing small interpenetrations to remain in the simulation.
This toleration of (very) small interpenetrations is not only taken into account during the
calculation of the initial correction displacement vector, but also over the course of the execution of
the recursive correction procedure. As a result, the generation of new interpenetrations is allowed
(and even enforced, see Figure 13), as long as the contact distance of newly generated penetrating
contacts is greater than or equal to “fremaining penetration ⋅ thresholdpenetration ”, in other words: as

long as the penetration depth is smaller than or equal to “fremaining penetration ⋅−thresholdpenetration ”.

Figure 13: The four spheres on the right are all moving towards the wall on the left (first image),
causing an interpenetration between the two spheres on the left (center image). If penetrating
contacts are entirely resolved and the generation of new interpenetrations is strictly forbidden, all
four spheres on the right are processed by the recursive correction procedure, resulting in a correction
displacement of all four of them (upper image on the right). However, if penetrating contacts are
not entirely resolved and the generation of small interpenetrations is allowed (and even enforced),
the correction algorithm successfully terminates after having processed only two of the four spheres
(lower image on the right). Clearly, the processing and displacement of these two spheres requires
less runtime than processing and displacing all four.
15
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For the final implementation of the penetration correction, every occurrence of “dC ” in Equations
2.3.5 and 2.3.6 is replaced by
dC − fremaining penetration ⋅ thresholdpenetration .

(2.5.5)

Consequently, every occurrence of “distanceC ” in Algorithm 1 must be replaced by
distanceC − fremaining penetration ⋅ thresholdpenetration .

(2.5.6)

As a result, small interpenetrations that are not noticeable to the eye are enforced during the
execution of the recursive correction procedure. As a consequence, the correction process requires a
lot less steps for resolving certain penetrating contacts – particularly in scenarios that consist of
many tightly packed rigid bodies. Ultimately, fewer bodies must be processed (also illustrated in
Figure 13), thus less runtime is required during the penetration correction and the performance of
the entire collision response system increases.
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Contact Resolution

3.1

The Simulation Pipeline

A very important aspect for the overall performance and stability of a (rigid body) physics simulation
framework is the order in which all the different modules (contact detection, penetration correction,
contact resolution, time integration etc.) are executed. This “simulation pipeline” consists, in its
most basic form, of the consecutive execution of the following six steps:
1. First, the state of (all/some bodies in) the simulation is manipulated through scripted events
and/or non-scripted interactions (if the underlying simulation is interactive).
2. Afterwards, the state of each body (i.e., its linear and angular velocity as well as its global
position and orientation) is updated due to the advancement of the simulation time.
3. The static contact detection (divided into coarse and fine collision detection) is executed.
4. The penetration correction as described in Sections 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5 is executed, thereby
changing the global positions of all affected rigid bodies (a slightly adapted/different algorithm
might as well change their orientations).
5. The contact resolution as described in Sections 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8 is executed, thereby
changing the linear and angular velocities of all affected bodies.
6. The calculations of each time step conclude with the optional generation of some form of
output: The scene is rendered in real time or current state information is written to a file.
All these actions are performed in every time step. The order in which these six steps are executed,
however, is far from being ideal. In order to (drastically) improve the performance of the entire
simulation, a seventh step is introduced in the simulation pipeline: the “batch generation”. After
the contact detection is finished, all rigid bodies in the simulation are, based on the just generated
contact data, divided into groups of interconnected bodies (see Figure 14).

Figure 14: The simulation consists of a few independent piles of rigid bodies (image on the left).
During the execution of the batch generation, the ground (and all other scene boundaries) is treated
just like any other fixed rigid body (in fact, the ground is represented by an infinitely large plane
that is fixed) and any rigid body that is fixed constitutes a barrier for the batch generation algorithm.
As a result, three completely independent groups of bodies are detected (image on the right), which,
afterwards, can be individually passed to both the penetration correction and the contact resolution.
These groups of interconnected bodies can be processed completely independently. The fact
that these batches of bodies are computationally independent is of significant importance for the
parallelization that is presented in Section 4. Moreover, executing the contact resolution algorithm
multiple times with only a couple of rigid bodies each time is – depending on the actual number of
rigid bodies in the simulation – (far) more efficient than executing the contact resolution only once
for all rigid bodies. This is true for the contact resolution method that is presented in this thesis.
However, this is also true for basically every other contact resolution method, including algorithms
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based on solving a linear complementarity problem. As already stated, the batch generation is
executed immediately after the contact detection is finished. Finally, both the penetration correction
and the contact resolution are executed once for each batch of interconnected rigid bodies.
A problem that especially affects resting rigid bodies is caused by the fact that the linear
and the angular velocity of each body are, during the second step of the above-outlined simulation
pipeline, updated along with the body’s global position and orientation. Moreover, this update is
performed before the contact detection, the penetration correction, and the contact resolution are
executed. Typically, updating the current state of a rigid body starts with changing the body’s
velocity according to the sum of all forces that are currently acting on this body. After that, the
body’s global position and its orientation are adapted based on the just updated linear and angular
velocities. At the beginning of every time step, every rigid body (including resting bodies) that
is not fixed builds up a small amount of linear velocity due to gravity alone, causing an instant
linear displacement of the body. As a consequence, resting bodies are pushed into the ground or
into other bodies that are fixed and positioned underneath. The contact detection (which follows
the bodies’ update phase) detects all these interpenetrations, and the penetration correction (which
follows the contact detection) is able to resolve almost all of them. As a consequence, as far as
resting bodies are concerned, most of the time no harm is done, but a lot of runtime is wasted for
essentially reversing the prior position update (see Figure 15).

(a) A stack of boxes is resting steadily on the ground (first image). In the next time step, all boxes are, under
the influence of gravity, moving downwards, causing the bottom boxes to penetrate the ground (second image).
These interpenetrations are detected and immediately afterwards resolved by the penetration correction (third,
fourth, and fifth image), thereby restoring the initial state.

(b) At the beginning of the time step, a box is resting steadily on an inclined plane (first image). This constitutes
a classical scenario for testing the stability of rigid body simulation frameworks. Since the penetration correction
that is presented in this thesis prefers resolving penetrating contacts by using the previous linear velocity
displacement, the interpenetration caused by gravity (second image) is resolved in such a manner that the initial
state will be restored (third image). Nonetheless, a lot of calculation (and therefore runtime) is wasted for
reversing a linear displacement that was pointless to begin with.

Figure 15: Updating the linear and the angular velocity of a rigid body along with updating its global
position and orientation causes resting bodies to instantly penetrate fixed bodies that are positioned
underneath (including the ground and any other scene boundaries), without any opportunity for the
penetration correction or the contact resolution to intervene beforehand.
The penetration correction is able to intervene only after the unintended displacements have
already occurred. As far as resting bodies are concerned, the intervention of the penetration
correction causes the contact resolution to work with reversed (i.e., initial) positions, but updated
velocities. Consequently, in order to avoid all these unintended displacements, the simulation pipeline
is modified one last time: The bodies’ update phase is split into two steps, with the update of the
velocities remaining at the current stage in the simulation pipeline and the update of the positions
and orientations being delayed until after the contact resolution. However, instead of performing
the position/orientation update at the end of the current time step, it is performed at the beginning
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of the next time step, right before the execution of the velocity update (cf. Algorithm 4). This
modification to the simulation pipeline offers the following two advantages:
1. Gravity still causes all bodies (including resting bodies) to build up a small amount of linear
velocity at the beginning of every time step. However, the contact detection, the penetration
correction, and the contact resolution are all working with the bodies’ global position and
orientation data as of the end of the last time step. The velocities that are built up due to
gravity do not cause an instant displacement of the corresponding rigid bodies. Thus, the
contact detection is able to detect resting/touching (and also already penetrating) contacts
before any rigid body is actually moved. The contact resolution (just like the penetration
correction) uses this contact data in order to resolve colliding contacts (see Section 3.4).
Consequently, the contact resolution system knows if two bodies are already in contact (as
it is the case with resting bodies). As a result, since the position and orientation update is
performed not until the beginning of the next time step, the linear velocities that were built
up due to gravity can be removed completely before causing any undesired interpenetrations
of resting bodies (see Figure 16). Consequently, the velocity of a particular body as of the end
of the bodies’ velocity update phase merely constitutes the body’s wish for a corresponding
movement – a wish that may or may not be granted by the contact resolution system.

Figure 16: At the beginning of the time step, gravity causes the box to build up a small amount
of linear velocity towards the ground (image on the left). For the moment, the position of the
box remains unchanged. The contact detection (which follows the body’s velocity update)
detects two contacts between the box and the ground (second image). As a consequence, the
contact resolution system is able to completely remove the linear velocity before the position
update is even executed, thereby preserving the initial resting state (image on the right).
2. The position and orientation update is pushed not to the end of the current time step but to
the beginning of the next time step because of one particular reason: The global positions
and orientations of all rigid bodies must not be changed before some sort of output has
been generated. After the penetration correction has been executed, all penetrating contacts
are resolved (except those that cannot be resolved). The contact resolution (which follows
afterwards) does not change the bodies’ positions or orientations (it only changes their linear
and angular velocities). As a result, the (optional) visual output (which follows the contact
resolution) displays the state of the simulation that possesses the least amount of rigid body
interpenetrations. If the generation of output is not fixed to be the last stage in the simulation
pipeline, the position and orientation update can be executed after the generation of output
and right before the end of the current time step. However, if updating the positions and
orientations of all rigid bodies is performed at the beginning of the next time step, the position
and orientation update may be re-combined with the velocity update (see Algorithm 4).
Eran Guendelman et al. also propose a separation of the position update from the velocity update
[GBF03]. However, the collision response system that is presented in their paper is different from
the one presented in this thesis. The differences, for instance, lie in the handling of interpenetrations,
the order in which colliding contacts are resolved, or the usage of a system that allows (and even
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enforces) bodies to fall asleep (such a mechanism is not mentioned in their paper – in this thesis it is
an important part of the entire collision response procedure, see Section 3.2). However, apart from
these differences, the idea that underlies the separation of the position update from the velocity
update is basically the same. Ultimately, this separation leads to much more stability as well as a
greater performance (since many iterations of the penetration correction procedure that essentially
just reverse prior position updates are avoided, cf. Figure 15).
Even if the advantages of this separation were only explained in the context of resting bodies
under the influence of gravity, everything that was stated on the last two pages also applies to any
scenario that involves touching bodies under the influence of any force (e.g., the magnetic force,
the force caused by an explosion, etc.). Finally, the simulation pipeline that underlies the collision
response system that is presented in this thesis is outlined in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4: The simulation pipeline
1

foreach time step of the simulation do

2

The simulation is manipulated by scripted events and/or non-scripted interactions.

3

foreach body do

4

The current position and orientation are updated by using the linear and the
angular velocity as of the end of the last time step, and ...

5

... the linear and angular velocity are updated (according to the sum of all
forces that are currently acting on the body, including gravity).

6

end

7

The static contact detection is executed, ...

8

... followed by the batch generation.

9

foreach group of interconnected rigid bodies do

10

First, the penetration correction is executed, ...

11

... followed by the contact resolution.

12

end

13

Finally, some sort of output may be generated.

14

end

3.2

Taking Advantage of Barely Moving Bodies

In order to further improve the performance of the entire simulation, a mechanism is introduced
that allows and even enforces bodies to fall asleep. If a particular body does not move for several
consecutive time steps, all global forces (e.g., gravity) currently acting on this body seem to have no
effect. As a consequence, all these global forces are no longer taken into account during the velocity
update phase. As a result, no velocity is built up. In fact, all calculations of the velocity and of
the position update are without any effect and thus are omitted completely – i.e., the body is set
to sleep. Once set to sleep, a body is awakened from its sleeping state only if an external event
requires the body to wake up once again (e.g., if another body causes a collision, if the global forces
currently acting in the simulation change, etc.).
In practice, not only completely resting but also barely moving bodies are set to sleep. In order
to determine if a particular body can be set to sleep, a new quantity is introduced: the (current)
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“motion” of a rigid body. It is defined as the maximum speed of any point on the surface of the body
(with the speed of a point being defined as the length of the point’s velocity vector):
velocityp = vbody + ωbody × rp

with

rp = p − pbody

speedp = ∣velocityp ∣
motionbody =

(3.2.1a)
(3.2.1b)

max

p ∈ body’s surface

∣velocityp ∣

(3.2.1c)

Calculating the motion of each body in every time step, however, is computationally too expensive
(it involves finding the one point on the surface of the body that possesses the maximum speed).
Thus, since the purpose of the sleeping mechanism is to improve the performance, another approach
that is based on calculating upper bounds for the bodies’ motions is chosen. Calculating an upper
bound for the motion of a particular rigid body is computationally much cheaper:
motionbody = max ∣velocityp ∣
p

= max ∣vbody + ωbody × rp ∣
p

≤ ∣vbody ∣ + max ∣ωbody × rp ∣

(3.2.2)

p

≤ ∣vbody ∣ + ∣ωbody ∣ ⋅ ∣rmax ∣
√
√
√
= vbody ∗ vbody + ωbody ∗ ωbody ⋅ rmax ∗ rmax
Since the geometry of a rigid body does not change over the course of a simulation, ∣rmax ∣ (≙ the
maximum distance between a point on the surface and the body’s center of mass) must be calculated
only once during the initialization phase. However, ∣vbody ∣ and ∣ωbody ∣ must be reevaluated in every
time step. Thus, in order to further improve the performance, another estimate that completely
avoids the extraction of square roots can be used:
( motionbody )2 ≤ ( ∣vbody ∣ + ∣ωbody ∣ ⋅ ∣rmax ∣ )2
= ∣vbody ∣2 + 2 ⋅ ∣vbody ∣ ⋅ ∣ωbody ∣ ⋅ ∣rmax ∣ + ∣ωbody ∣2 ⋅ ∣rmax ∣2
≤ 2 ⋅ ( ∣vbody ∣2 + ∣ωbody ∣2 ⋅ ∣rmax ∣2 )

(3.2.3)

= 2 ⋅ ( vbody ∗ vbody + ( ωbody ∗ ωbody ) ⋅ ( rmax ∗ rmax ) )
In order to determine if a particular rigid body X can be set to sleep, not only its current motion
but its entire motion history over the course of several time steps is taken into account. This is
realized via a recency-weighted average of previous motion values (cf. [Mil07]):
rwamotion,X = biasrwa ⋅ rwamotion,X + ( 1 − biasrwa ) ⋅ ( motionX )2
with

0 ≤ biasrwa < 1

(3.2.4)

The smaller biasrwa is chosen, the less is the influence of previous motion values. If biasrwa is set to
zero, only the current motion is taken into account. On the other hand, the larger biasrwa is chosen,
the more a body has to stabilize over consecutive time steps in order to be allowed to fall asleep.
If rwamotion,X drops below a predefined threshold, the corresponding body X is set to sleep.
This “sleep threshold” must never be larger than the speed that is caused by the sum of all global
forces over the course of one single time step. In other words, if a simulation is affected by gravity,
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the sleep threshold must meet the following condition (otherwise rigid bodies would never be able to
build up velocity due to gravity alone, i.e., gravity would have no effect on resting bodies):
thresholdsleep < ∣g∣ ⋅ ∆t

(3.2.5)

At the end of every time step, after the penetration correction and the contact resolution have been
executed, the motion of each body that is still awake is checked and barely moving bodies (as well as
completely resting bodies) are set to sleep. If a body is set to sleep, its linear and its angular velocity
are both set to zero and the body itself is marked as being asleep. The corresponding procedure is
outlined in Algorithm 5 (it utilizes the estimate presented in Equation 3.2.3).
Algorithm 5: Procedure for determining if a particular body X can be set to sleep
1

motion2upper bound,X = 2 ⋅ ( vX ∗ vX + ( ωX ∗ ωX ) ⋅ ( rmax,X ∗ rmax,X ) )

2

rwamotion,X = biasrwa ⋅ rwamotion,X + ( 1 − biasrwa ) ⋅ motion2upper bound,X

3

if rwamotion,X < ( thresholdsleep )2 then

4

vX = 0

5

ωX = 0

6

rwamotion,X = ( thresholdsleep )2

7

X is marked as being asleep

8
9
10

else if rwamotion,X > rwamotion,max then
rwamotion,X = rwamotion,max
end

The four most important features of this algorithm are the following:
1. The entire algorithm is computationally extremely cheap since every single calculation only
consists of fast mathematical operations (additions, subtractions, and multiplications).
2. The sleep threshold is not just some dimensionless, abstract threshold value of the simulation
but, on the contrary, allows to control the sleeping mechanism in a very intuitive manner. If a
rigid body is set to sleep, it is guaranteed that no point of the body is moving faster than
specified by thresholdsleep . In other words, the sleep threshold represents a threshold velocity
and therefore directly relates to the velocities/speeds of the simulated bodies. If, for example,
the sleep threshold of a particular simulation corresponds to a velocity of 1 mm
, no rigid body
s
is set to sleep as long as any point of the body is moving faster than 1 mm
.
s
3. If a rigid body X is set to sleep, its corresponding rwamotion,X value is set to ( thresholdsleep )2
(cf. line 6 of Algorithm 5). Thus, it is guaranteed that a body that is woken from its sleeping
state instantly falls back to sleep if and only if the current motion of the body lies below the
sleep threshold. If rwamotion,X would not be modified, X could instantly fall back to sleep after
being woken up even if its current motion2upper bound,X value is larger than ( thresholdsleep )2

since the current motion is only weighted by a factor of ( 1 − biasrwa ) (cf. line 2 of Algorithm 5).
Such a behavior is counterintuitive and avoided by setting rwamotion,X to ( thresholdsleep )2 .

4. The rwamotion,X value of a rigid body X cannot exceed a predefined maximum value (cf. lines
8 and 9 of Algorithm 5). If rwamotion,X would not be limited, an (extremely) fast moving body
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would be able to build up a lot of motion. If this body would come to an immediate stop, many
time steps would have to pass before the rwamotion,X value drops below ( thresholdsleep )2 and
the body (even if, by now, it was at rest for many time steps) is set to sleep. Such a situation
is undesirable and can be avoided very easily by limiting the rwamotion,X value.
As already stated at the beginning of this section, once a body is set to sleep, global forces (including
gravity) have no effect on the body and all calculations of its velocity and its position update phase
are omitted completely. The gain in performance is due to the fact that if no velocity update is
performed, no velocity is built up and without velocity a rigid body cannot cause collisions. As a
result, the contact resolution system must deal with (considerably) fewer colliding contacts, especially
in scenarios that involve many interconnected bodies (e.g., piles or stacks of rigid bodies).
Setting bodies to sleep, however, is only one half of the entire sleeping mechanism. The other
equally important part is waking bodies up in order to guarantee physically correct behavior. A
particular rigid body is required to wake up if one of the following six conditions applies:
1. Every time the state of a rigid body is changed (because of, for example, a direct manipulation
of the body’s position or velocity) or is about to be changed (because of, for example, a force
that is directly applied to the body), the body must be awakened.
2. If a body is displaced during the penetration correction, the body must be awakened.
3. If a moving body collides with another sleeping body, the sleeping body is awakened the
moment the corresponding collision is processed by the contact resolution.
4. If a particular rigid body X is destroyed, i.e., completely removed from the simulation, all
sleeping bodies that have been in contact with X must be awakened.
5. If a sleeping body X possesses fewer “contacts in the direction of gravity” than in the last
time step, X must be awakened since another body that was previously positioned underneath
must have moved away (see Figure 17(b)). A particular contact C of a rigid body is said to be
in the direction of gravity from the perspective of this body, if moving the body along the
gravity vector would cause a collision at the point of contact of C (see Figure 17(a)).

(a) The first image shows a pile of spheres that consists of three spheres and five contacts. The bottom left
sphere is involved in three contacts, with one contact being a contact in the direction of gravity from the
perspective of this sphere (second image). The same is true for the bottom right sphere (third image). The
sphere at the top is involved in two contacts, with both of them being contacts in the direction of gravity
from the perspective of this sphere (fourth image).

(b) The two bodies X and Y share two common contacts (first image). If X is currently in a sleeping state
and Y is moving away (second image), X loses two of its contacts in the direction of gravity and thus
must be awakened, thereby allowing X to respond physically correctly to the new situation (third image).
Otherwise, if X would remain in its sleeping state, it would appear to be unrealistically “floating in the air”.

Figure 17: In both scenarios (a) and (b), gravity acts straight downwards towards the ground.
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6. If a body that is currently in a sleeping state does not possess a single contact in the direction
of gravity, the body must be awakened since it currently must be “floating freely in the air”.
It should be noted that if a sleeping body X is in contact with another body Y and Y is moving away
from X but their common contact is not in the direction of gravity from the perspective of X, then
X must not be awakened. Moreover, even if it is much more convenient to explain these last two
conditions on the basis of gravity, both conditions do not apply to gravity exclusively. In fact, they
both apply to the sum of all global forces. However, in almost all rigid body physics simulations,
gravity is the only globally acting force. Also, in theory, condition 6 should be covered by condition 5.
In practice, however, additionally checking if a sleeping body is erroneously “floating freely in the
air” has proven to be beneficial (sometimes even necessary). It should also be noted that during the
contact detection phase, sleeping bodies are treated exactly the same as any other bodies.
Algorithm 6: The final simulation pipeline that includes a sophisticated sleeping mechanism
1

foreach time step of the simulation do

2

The simulation is manipulated by scripted events and/or non-scripted interactions
(if the state of a sleeping body is changed, the body must be awakened → condition 1).

3

foreach body do
If the body is awake, its current position and orientation are updated by using
its linear and its angular velocity as of the end of the last time step.

4

5

end

6

The static contact detection is executed (sleeping bodies are treated exactly the same
as any other bodies), ...

7

... followed by the batch generation.

8

foreach group of interconnected rigid bodies do
The penetration correction algorithm is executed (every sleeping body that is
displaced during the correction procedure is awakened → condition 2).

9

10

end

11

foreach body do

12

The body must be awakened if it is currently asleep and possesses fewer contacts in
the direction of gravity than in the last time step (→ condition 5).

13

If the body is asleep but does not possess a single contact in the direction of gravity, it
must be awakened (→ condition 6).

14

If the body is awake, its linear and angular velocity are updated.

15

end

16

foreach group of interconnected rigid bodies do
The contact resolution algorithm is executed (if a contact that involves a sleeping
body is processed, this body is awakened → condition 3).

17

18

end

19

foreach body do
If the body is awake, Algorithm 5 is executed (→ the body might be set to sleep).

20
21

end

22

Finally, some sort of output may be generated.

23

end
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A well adjusted sleeping mechanism can tremendously increase the performance of the entire
simulation, especially if the simulation includes piles or stacks of rigid bodies. In order to integrate the
sleeping mechanism into the simulation framework, the simulation pipeline presented in Algorithm 4
must be adapted one last time. The final simulation pipeline is outlined in Algorithm 6.

3.3

The Coordinate System & Local Contact Coordinates

An important property that affects calculations in any three-dimensional vector space is the
handedness of the corresponding coordinate system. The framework of the pe physics engine and
thus all calculations presented in this thesis (including the calculations involving local contact
coordinates presented in this section) are based on a right-handed coordinate system (see Figure 18).

Figure 18: A left-handed (on the left) vs. a right-handed (on the right) coordinate system.
For the contact resolution procedure, it is advantageous/much more convenient to perform some of
the required calculations not in global world coordinates but in local contact coordinates. Therefore,
a mechanism is required to translate from global world space to local contact space and vice versa.
In order to be able to perform this translation, an orthonormal basis that spans the local contact
space must be calculated for each contact that was generated by the contact detection. The three
mutually orthogonal unit vectors required for constructing this basis can be obtained as follows:
1. The contact local x-axis is equivalent to the contact normal:
xcontact = normalcontact

(3.3.1)

2. For the contact local y-axis, any arbitrary vector perpendicular to xcontact can be chosen:
⎧
⎪
⎪ ( xcontact,1 , −xcontact,0 , 0 )
′
ycontact
= ⎨
⎪
⎪
⎩ ( 0 , xcontact,2 , −xcontact,1 )
ycontact

if xcontact,2 = 0
else

(3.3.2)

y′
= contact
′
∣ycontact
∣

This formula is based on the fact that for two perpendicular vectors, the result of the
corresponding dot product must be zero. Moreover, since the basis must be orthonormal,
′
ycontact
must be normalized before it may be used as the contact local y-axis.

3. Finally, the contact local z-axis can be calculated as follows:
zcontact = xcontact × ycontact

(3.3.3)

The basis vector zcontact must not be normalized since the result of a cross product between
two unit vectors is always another unit vector. Moreover, it should be noted that the local
y-axis and the local z-axis – i.e., the two vectors ycontact and zcontact – span the contact plane.
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Once these vectors are calculated, they can be used to define a basis matrix for the contact space:
⎛ Bcontact,0
⎜
Bcontact = ⎜ Bcontact,3
⎜
⎝ Bcontact,6

Bcontact,1
Bcontact,4
Bcontact,7

⎛ xcontact,0
Bcontact,2 ⎞
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜ xcontact,1
=
Bcontact,5 ⎟
⎜
⎝ xcontact,2
Bcontact,8 ⎠

ycontact,0
ycontact,1
ycontact,2

zcontact,0 ⎞
⎟
zcontact,1 ⎟
⎟
zcontact,2 ⎠

(3.3.4)

Since Bcontact is an orthogonal matrix, the inverse of Bcontact is equal to its transpose:

T
Bcontact

⎛ Bcontact,0
⎜
= ⎜ Bcontact,1
⎜
⎝ Bcontact,2

Bcontact,3
Bcontact,4
Bcontact,5

Bcontact,6 ⎞
⎟
−1
= Bcontact
Bcontact,7 ⎟
⎟
Bcontact,8 ⎠

(3.3.5)

Finally, in order to transform a vector from global world space into the local contact space of a
particular contact, the following calculation must be performed:
−1
T
vcontact space = Bcontact
⋅ vworld space = Bcontact
⋅ vworld space

(3.3.6)

Transforming a vector from contact space back into world space can be realized as follows:
vworld space = Bcontact ⋅ vcontact space

(3.3.7)

In order to change the basis of a matrix from global world space to the local contact space of a
particular contact, the following calculation must be performed:
T
Mcontact space = Bcontact
⋅ Mworld space ⋅ Bcontact

(3.3.8)

These three transformations are all the transformations that are required during the contact resolution
procedure, which will be explained in detail starting with the next section.

3.4

Resolving a Single Contact

Just as not every single contact that is generated by the contact detection must be processed by the
penetration correction (only penetrating contacts must be processed by the penetration correction,
see Section 2.3), the contact resolution does not necessarily have to treat all the detected contacts.
In order to determine if a particular contact must be processed by the contact resolution system,
contacts are divided into three different categories (cf. Figure 19): “colliding/closing contacts” (the

Figure 19: In the first scenario (first image), both the sphere and the block on the top are moving
downwards towards ground. Thus, the contact between the sphere and the ground as well as each
contact between the block at the top and the two blocks underneath constitutes a closing contact.
In the second scenario (second image), all three blocks are in a sleeping state and the sphere moves
exactly parallel to the ground. Thus, all corresponding contacts are non-changing. In the last
scenario (third image), both the contact between the sphere and the block and the contact between
the sphere and the ground are separating contacts since both spheres are moving upwards off the
ground. Ultimately, only the closing contacts in the first scenario must be processed by the contact
resolution system, all other contacts can be ignored for now.
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two bodies that are involved in the contact are approaching each other at the point of contact),
“separating contacts” (both bodies are separating at the point of contact), and “non-changing contacts”
(the motion of both bodies does not affect the contact distance – this also includes all contacts
between resting and/or sleeping bodies).
Only closing contacts must be resolved by the contact resolution system, all other contacts
can be ignored. In order to determine if a particular contact is a closing contact, first of all,
the corresponding contact velocities (see Equation 2.5.1) of both body A and body B must be
transformed into contact coordinates (cf. Equation 3.3.6):
T
T
ϑA = Bcontact
⋅ vcontact,A = Bcontact
⋅ (vA + ωA × (pcontact − pA ))

(3.4.1a)

T
T
ϑB = Bcontact
⋅ vcontact,B = Bcontact
⋅ (vB + ωB × (pcontact − pB ))

(3.4.1b)

Whether a particular contact is a closing, a separating, or a non-changing contact depends on the
difference between the contact velocities of A and B along the contact normal (≙ the relative velocity
along the contact normal). In other words, it depends on the difference of ϑA,0  and ϑB,0 :
⎧
⎫
⎪
⎪
closing
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
A particular contact is a ⎨ non-changing ⎬ contact if ∆ϑAB,0 = ϑA,0 − ϑB,0
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
separating
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭

⎧
⎪
<0
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ =0
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ >0

(3.4.2)

In practice, however, just as a contact is classified as a penetrating contact only if the contact
distance lies below the penetration threshold, a contact is classified as a closing contact if and only
if ∆ϑAB,0 lies below a small negative threshold, the “resolution threshold”:
∆ϑAB,0 < thresholdresolution < 0

(3.4.3)

The algorithm for resolving a closing contact is based on calculating an impulse that if applied to
both bodies at the point of contact changes the linear and angular velocities of A and B such that the
contact can be considered as resolved – which is the case if and only if ∆ϑAB,0 ≥ thresholdresolution .
This resolution procedure must conserve both the linear and the angular momentum of the system.
Moreover, the final collision must represent either a completely elastic collision (the total kinetic
energy of the two bodies after the encounter is equal to their total kinetic energy before the encounter),
a perfectly inelastic collision (the maximum amount of kinetic energy is converted into other forms
of energy), or any kind of inelastic collision in-between.
The impulse ∆i (a vector!) is applied to both bodies at the point of contact such that the
linear and angular velocities of A and B change as follows (with mA and mB being the masses of
body A and B, and IA−1 and IB−1 being the inverses of their moments of inertia):
1
⋅ ∆i
mA
1
∆vB =
⋅ −∆i
mB
∆vA =

∆ωA = IA−1 ⋅ (rA × ∆i)

(3.4.4a)

∆ωB = IB−1 ⋅ (rB × −∆i)

(3.4.4b)

It should be noted that the impulse ∆i is applied to body B in opposite direction. As a result, the
change in momentum of body A is equal to ∆i, whereas the change in momentum of body B is
 The scalar value ϑ
A,0 represents the velocity/speed of A along the contact normal, whereas the two-dimensional
vector ( ϑA,1 , ϑA,2 ) represents the velocity of A in the contact plane (the velocity in the contact plane is required for
handling friction, see Section 3.5). The same, of course, is true for B.
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equal to −∆i. Thus, both the linear and the angular momentum are conserved. Proof:
1. Conservation of linear momentum:
P = mA ⋅ (vA + ∆vA ) + mB ⋅ (vB + ∆vB )
= mA vA + mA ⋅

1
1
⋅ ∆i + mB vB + mB ⋅
⋅ −∆i
mA
mB

= mA vA + ∆i + mB vB − ∆i
= mA vA + mB vB

◻

2. Conservation of angular momentum:
L = IA ⋅ (ωA + ∆ωA ) + pA × mA ⋅ (vA + ∆vA ) + IB ⋅ (ωB + ∆ωB ) + pB × mB ⋅ (vB + ∆vB )
1
⋅ ∆i
mA
1
+ pB × mB ⋅
⋅ −∆i
mB

= IA ωA + IA ⋅ IA−1 ⋅ (rA × ∆i) + pA × mA vA + pA × mA ⋅
+ IB ωB + IB ⋅ IB−1 ⋅ (rB × −∆i) + pB × mB vB
= IA ωA + rA × ∆i + pA × mA vA + pA × ∆i
+ IB ωB − rB × ∆i + pB × mB vB − pB × ∆i

= IA ωA + pA × mA vA + IB ωB + pB × mB vB + (rA + pA − rB − pB ) × ∆i
= IA ωA + pA × mA vA + IB ωB + pB × mB vB
+ (pcontact − pA + pA − pcontact + pB − pB ) × ∆i
= IA ωA + pA × mA vA + IB ωB + pB × mB vB

◻

Ultimately, the goal of the resolution procedure is to calculate the impulse ∆i that is required to
solve a particular closing contact – hence, the term “impulse-based” in the title of this thesis. As
far as only the conservation of linear and angular momentum is concerned, any arbitrary impulse
may be chosen. The specific impulse that is required in order to model physically correct behavior
depends on the type of the collision (→ elastic or inelastic) that is simulated. In other words, the
required impulse depends on the “coefficient of restitution”:
cor =

(ϑB,0 + ∆ϑB,0 ) − (ϑA,0 + ∆ϑA,0 )
−(∆ϑA,0 − ∆ϑB,0 )
=
−1
ϑA,0 − ϑB,0
ϑA,0 − ϑB,0

(3.4.5a)

T
with ∆ϑA = Bcontact
⋅ (∆vA + ∆ωA × rA )

(3.4.5b)

T
∆ϑB = Bcontact
⋅ (∆vB + ∆ωB × rB )

(3.4.5c)

The coefficient of restitution establishes a relation between the contact velocities along the contact
normal before (ϑA,0 and ϑB,0 ) and after (ϑA,0 + ∆ϑA,0 and ϑB,0 + ∆ϑB,0 ) the collision. Generally,
the coefficient of restitution is a number in the range [0, 1]. Qualitatively, a coefficient of restitution

equal to one represents a perfectly elastic collision, while a coefficient of restitution equal to zero
represents a perfectly inelastic collision. The coefficient of restitution depends on different factors
that influence the collision (e.g., the materials of both bodies at the point of contact). Usually, the
contact detection generates an appropriate coefficient of restitution for each contact that is detected.
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As a result, given the coefficient of restitution and the relative velocity along the contact normal
∆ϑAB,0 , the change of the relative velocity along the normal can be specified as follows:
∆∆ϑAB,0 = ∆ϑA,0 − ∆ϑB,0 = −(1 + cor) ⋅ (ϑA,0 − ϑB,0 ) = −(1 + cor) ⋅ ∆ϑAB,0

(3.4.6)

In global world space, the change of the relative velocity at the point of contact (not just along the
contact normal, but in all three dimensions) can be specified as follows:
∆∆vcontact,AB = ∆vcontact,A − ∆vcontact,B
= (∆vA + ∆ωA × rA ) − (∆vB + ∆ωB × rB )
1
1
⋅ ∆i + IA−1 ⋅ (rA × ∆i) × rA −
⋅ −∆i − IB−1 ⋅ (rB × −∆i) × rB
mA
mB
1
1
⋅ ∆i − rA × IA−1 ⋅ (rA × ∆i) +
⋅ ∆i − rB × IB−1 ⋅ (rB × ∆i)
=
mA
mB

=

(3.4.7)

The two multiplications of the inverse masses by the impulse ∆i can be represented as matrix-vector
multiplications as follows:

MA

⎛ m1
⎜ A
= ⎜ 0
⎜
⎝ 0

0
1
mA

0

0 ⎞
⎟
0 ⎟
⎟
1
⎠
mA

1
⋅ ∆i = MA ⋅ ∆i
mA

⇒

MB

⇒

⎛ m1
⎜ B
= ⎜ 0
⎜
⎝ 0

0 ⎞
⎟
0 ⎟
⎟
1
⎠
mB

0
1
mB

0

1
⋅ ∆i = MB ⋅ ∆i
mB

(3.4.8a)

(3.4.8b)

Likewise, the cross product of rA with any arbitrary vector as well as the cross product of rB with
any arbitrary vector can be expressed as the product of a skew-symmetric matrix and a vector:

RA

⇒

⎛ 0
⎜
= ⎜ rA,2
⎜
⎝ −rA,1

−rA,2
0
rA,0

rA,1 ⎞
⎟
−rA,0 ⎟
⎟
0 ⎠

RB

rA × v = RA ⋅ v

⇒

⎛ 0
⎜
= ⎜ rB,2
⎜
⎝ −rB,1

−rB,2
0
rB,0

rB,1 ⎞
⎟
−rB,0 ⎟
⎟
0 ⎠

rB × v = RB ⋅ v

(3.4.9a)

(3.4.9b)

Consequently, the change of the relative velocity at the point of contact (cf. Equation 3.4.7) can be
expressed as follows:
∆∆vcontact,AB =

1
1
⋅ ∆i − rA × IA−1 ⋅ (rA × ∆i) +
⋅ ∆i − rB × IB−1 ⋅ (rB × ∆i)
mA
mB

= MA ⋅ ∆i − RA ⋅ IA−1 ⋅ RA ⋅ ∆i + MB ⋅ ∆i − RB ⋅ IB−1 ⋅ RB ⋅ ∆i

(3.4.10)

= ( MA − RA ⋅ IA−1 ⋅ RA + MB − RB ⋅ IB−1 ⋅ RB ) ⋅ ∆i
Now, all matrices can be combined into one single matrix, the “collision matrix”. As a result,
Equation 3.4.10 can be further simplified:
Kworld = MA − RA ⋅ IA−1 ⋅ RA + MB − RB ⋅ IB−1 ⋅ RB

(3.4.11a)

∆∆vcontact,AB = Kworld ⋅ ∆i

(3.4.11b)
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If the impulse ∆i, the change of the relative velocity at the point of contact ∆∆vcontact,AB , and
the collision matrix Kworld are transformed from world into contact space, Equation 3.4.11b can be
expressed in contact space:
T
∆j = Bcontact
⋅ ∆i

⇒

(3.4.12a)

T
∆∆ϑAB = Bcontact
⋅ ∆∆vcontact,AB

(3.4.12b)

T
Kcontact = Bcontact
⋅ Kworld ⋅ Bcontact

(3.4.12c)

∆∆ϑAB = Kcontact ⋅ ∆j

(3.4.12d)

Consequently, the impulse (in contact coordinates) that is required to resolve a particular closing
contact can be calculated as follows:
−1
∆j = Kcontact
⋅ ∆∆ϑAB

(3.4.13)

As it turns out, the change of the relative velocity (in contact coordinates) at the point of contact
∆∆ϑAB is uniquely determined by three properties of the contact: the coefficient of restitution, the
coefficient of static friction, and the coefficient of kinetic/dynamic friction. The change of the relative
velocity along the contact normal ∆∆ϑAB,0 can be calculated according to Equation 3.4.6. The
change of the relative velocity in the contact plane (→ ∆∆ϑAB,1 & ∆∆ϑAB,2 ) is either determined
by the coefficient of static or the coefficient of kinetic friction (see Section 3.5). For now, both
∆∆ϑAB,1 and ∆∆ϑAB,2 are set to zero. As a consequence, the relative velocity in the contact plane
remains unchanged, which represents a rigid body dynamics model without friction.
Once the impulse is calculated, it can be transformed from contact space back into world space
(see Equation 3.3.7) and applied to both bodies A and B, thereby changing their linear and angular
velocities (see Equations 3.4.4a and 3.4.4b) such that the collision can be considered as resolved
(see Algorithm 7). Since the state (closing, separating, or non-changing) of a contact depends on
the velocities of both bodies at the point of contact along the contact normal (cf. Equation 3.4.2),
the change of the linear and angular velocities of two bodies A and B resulting from the resolution
process of one single contact may influence the state of every other contact that also involves body
A, body B, or even both. As a consequence, a particular contact may have to be processed multiple
times by the contact resolution system (see Section 3.6).
However, even if the velocities of the two bodies corresponding to a particular contact may vary
over the course of the global contact resolution process, the bodies’ masses and moments of inertia
Algorithm 7: Procedure for resolving a single closing contact without regard to friction
1

∆∆ϑAB = ( −(1 + cor) ⋅ ∆ϑAB,0 , 0 , 0 )

→ 3.4.6

2

−1
∆j = Kcontact
⋅ ∆∆ϑAB

→ 3.4.13

3

∆i = Bcontact ⋅ ∆j

→ 3.3.7 & 3.4.12a

4

vA = vA +

→ 3.4.4a

5

ωA = ωA + IA−1 ⋅ (rA × ∆i)

6

vB = vB +

7

ωB = ωB + IB−1 ⋅ (rB × −∆i)

1
mA

1
mB

⋅ ∆i

→ 3.4.4a

⋅ −∆i

→ 3.4.4b
→ 3.4.4b
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as well as the point of contact and the contact normal remain unchanged. As a result, the contact’s
collision matrix and its orthonormal basis remain constant during the entire resolution process.
−1
Thus, Kcontact
and Bcontact must be calculated only once for each contact. These calculations may

be part of an initialization phase that is executed right before the contact resolution algorithm.
Consequently, resolving a single closing contact boils down to, first of all, calculating ∆∆ϑAB , then
determining the required impulse in contact space, transforming it back into world space, and finally
applying it to both bodies – thereby involving four matrix-vector multiplications, two cross products,
and a handful of additions and multiplications (cf. Algorithm 7).

3.5

Adding Static and Kinetic Friction

The extension of the resolution procedure by the ability to realistically handle friction is based on
the Coulomb friction model. An important property of this model is the fact that the frictional force
is independent of the area of contact. Moreover, the direction of the frictional force is perpendicular
to the contact normal and always exactly opposite to the motion the rigid body would experience
along the contact plane in the absence of friction. The strength of the frictional force Ff depends
on both the current motion of the body and the strength of the normal force Fn currently present
at the point of contact (see Figure 20). The Coulomb friction model is governed by the following
equation, which establishes a relation between the absolute value of the frictional force ∣Ff ∣ and the
absolute value of the normal force ∣Fn ∣ (with µ being the coefficient of friction):
∣Ff ∣ ≤ µ ⋅ ∣Fn ∣

(3.5.1)

Just like the coefficient of restitution, the coefficient of friction is mainly determined by the materials
of both bodies at the point of contact. Consequently, the contact detection system generates an
appropriate coefficient of friction for each contact that is detected.
If the force that is required to stop the body’s current motion along the contact plane (or to
prevent the body from moving along the contact plane) is less than µ∣Fn ∣, then the amount of force
exerted by friction exactly equals the amount of force that is required to stop the body’s motion
along the contact plane (or to prevent it from moving along the contact plane, see Figure 20(a)).
Otherwise, the amount of force exerted by friction equals µ∣Fn ∣, causing the rigid body’s velocity
along the contact plane to slow down (see Figure 20(b)).
If a rigid body is already in motion, the coefficient of friction is usually different from the
coefficient of friction that is responsible for keeping the body at rest. The frictional force that keeps

(a) The block on the left would like to move further (b) Again, the block on the left would like to move
to the right (illustrated in the image on the left). The further to the right (illustrated in the image on the
maximum amount of force that can be exerted by fric- left). In this scenario, however, the maximum amount
tion is greater than the amount of force required to stop of force that can be exerted by friction is less than
the motion of the block. As a result, the amount of the amount of force required to stop the motion of
force exerted by friction is less than µ∣Fn ∣, yet still large the block. As a result, the amount of force exerted by
enough in order to prevented the block from moving friction equals µ∣Fn ∣, causing the body to slow down
(illustrated in the image on the right).
but not to stop (illustrated in the image on the right).

Figure 20: In both scenarios, the normal force that pushes the block to the ground is caused by
gravity. The maximum amount of force that can be exerted by friction equals µ∣Fn ∣.
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the relative velocity of two bodies at zero, causing the two bodies to stick together, is referred to
as static friction. Whereas the frictional force that acts in the opposite direction of the motion
of already moving bodies, causing the bodies to slow down, is referred to as kinetic friction. The
coefficient of static friction, denoted as µs , is usually larger, but never smaller, than the coefficient
of kinetic friction, denoted as µk . Consequently, for a body to start moving, the maximum amount

of force that can be exerted by static friction (≙ µs ∣Fn ∣) must be overcome. Once a body is moving,
the amount of frictional force that causes the body’s motion along the contact plane to slow down
equals the coefficient of kinetic friction multiplied by the absolute value of Fn (≙ µk ∣Fn ∣).
Unfortunately, the entire contact resolution procedure that is presented in this thesis is based
on calculating impulses, not on calculating forces. However, since an impulse is defined as the integral
of a force with respect to time, the just explained Coulomb friction model based on forces can be
directly transferred to a contact resolution method that is based on impulses. Consequently, such
an impulse-based resolution procedure is governed by the following equation (with ∆j being the
resolution impulse in contact coordinates, cf. Equations 3.4.12a and 3.4.13):

⇔

∣( ∆j1 , ∆j2 )∣ ≤ µ ⋅ ∣∆j0 ∣
√
∆j12 + ∆j22 ≤ µ ⋅ ∣∆j0 ∣

(3.5.2b)

⇔

∆j12 + ∆j22 ≤ µ2 ⋅ ∆j02

(3.5.2c)

(3.5.2a)

In this friction model that is based on impulses, the impulse along the contact normal ∆j0 corresponds

to the normal force of Equation 3.5.1, while the impulse along the contact plane ( ∆j1 , ∆j2 )
corresponds to the frictional force of Equation 3.5.1.
In order to incorporate friction into the resolution procedure, the algorithm presented in
Algorithm 7 must be changed in some parts, and extended in others. First of all, the initialization
of the desired change of the relative velocity (cf. line 1 in Algorithm 7) is adjusted as follows:
∆∆ϑAB = ( −(1 + cor) ⋅ ∆ϑAB,0 , −(ϑA,1 − ϑB,1 ) , −(ϑA,2 − ϑB,2 ) )

(3.5.3)

As a result, the impulse ∆j will, if transformed into world space and applied to the two bodies,
change the velocities of both bodies such that their relative velocity along the contact plane drops
to zero. In other words, both bodies would appear to stick together. This outcome is correct as long
as the model of static friction applies, i.e., as long as the following condition is satisfied:
∆j12 + ∆j22 ≤ µ2s ⋅ ∆j02

(3.5.4)

If this condition is not satisfied, the model of static friction does not apply. Ergo, the model of
kinetic friction must be used. As a consequence, a new impulse ∆k (also in contact coordinates)
that satisfies the following two conditions must be calculated:
⎛ ∆k0 ⎞
⎜
⎟
∆k = ⎜ λ ⋅ ∆j1 ⎟
⎜
⎟
⎝ λ ⋅ ∆j2 ⎠

with 0 < λ < 1

∆k12 + ∆k22 = µ2k ⋅ ∆k02

(3.5.5a)

(3.5.5b)

In the contact plane, the impulse ∆k must correspond to a scaled version of the impulse ∆j.
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Moreover, ∆k must satisfy the condition of kinetic friction (cf. Equation 3.5.5b). According to
Equation 3.4.12d, if the impulse changes (as is the case if ∆k is used instead of ∆j), ∆∆ϑAB changes,
too. The desired change of the relative velocity along the contact normal ∆∆ϑAB,0 , however, must
not be changed. Therefore, the impulse ∆k must satisfy another condition:

Kcontact ⋅ ∆k = ∆∆ϑAB

⇒

⎛ Kcontact,0
⎜
⇔ ⎜ Kcontact,3
⎜
⎝ Kcontact,6

Kcontact,1
Kcontact,4
Kcontact,7

⎛ ∆∆ϑAB,0 ⎞
Kcontact,2 ⎞ ⎛ ∆k0 ⎞
⎟ ⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎟ = ⎜ ∆∆ϑAB,1 ⎟
⋅⎜
Kcontact,5 ⎟
⎟ ⎜ ∆k1 ⎟
⎜
⎟
⎝ ∆∆ϑAB,2 ⎠
Kcontact,8 ⎠ ⎝ ∆k2 ⎠

Kcontact,0 ⋅ ∆k0 + Kcontact,1 ⋅ ∆k1 + Kcontact,2 ⋅ ∆k2 = ∆∆ϑAB,0

(3.5.6)

By using Equations 3.5.5b and 3.5.6, the two unknowns ∆k0 and λ that are required in order to
determine the impulse ∆k (cf. Equation 3.5.5a) can be calculated as follows (it should be noted that
∆k0 must always be positive since that contact normal, which also corresponds to the contact local
x-axis, always points away from body B towards body A):
∆k12 + ∆k22 = µ2k ⋅ ∆k02
⇔
⇔

λ2 ⋅ ( ∆j12 + ∆j22 ) = µ2k ⋅ ∆k02
√
λ ⋅ ∆j12 + ∆j22 = µk ⋅ ∆k0
λ = √

⇔

β ∶= √

(→ ∆k0 > 0)

µk ⋅ ∆k0

∆j12 + ∆j22
µk
∆j12 + ∆j22

⇒

(3.5.7)

λ = β ⋅ ∆k0

Once ∆k0 is known, λ can be calculated. In other words, once ∆k0 is known, the entire impulse ∆k
can be determined by plugging the just calculated λ into Equation 3.5.5a. The so far still unknown
value of ∆k0 can be found by solving Equation 3.5.6 for ∆k0 as follows (with K0 ∶= Kcontact,0 ,
K1 ∶= Kcontact,1 , and K2 ∶= Kcontact,2 ):

K0 ⋅ ∆k0 + K1 ⋅ ∆k1 + K2 ⋅ ∆k2 = ∆∆ϑAB,0
⇔

K0 ⋅ ∆k0 + λ ⋅ ( K1 ⋅ ∆j1 + K2 ⋅ ∆j2 ) = ∆∆ϑAB,0

⇔

K0 ⋅ ∆k0 + β ⋅ ∆k0 ⋅ ( K1 ⋅ ∆j1 + K2 ⋅ ∆j2 ) = ∆∆ϑAB,0

⇔

∆k0 ⋅ ( K0 + β ⋅ ( K1 ⋅ ∆j1 + K2 ⋅ ∆j2 )) = ∆∆ϑAB,0
⇒

∆k0 =

(3.5.8)

∆∆ϑAB,0
K0 + β ⋅ ( K1 ⋅ ∆j1 + K2 ⋅ ∆j2 )

The value of ∆k0 only depends on values that are already known: the coefficient of kinetic friction,
the collision matrix, the desired change of the relative velocity along the contact normal ∆∆ϑAB,0 ,
and the inappropriate (since Equation 3.5.4 is not satisfied) yet already calculated impulse ∆j. As
already stated, once the value of ∆k0 is calculated, the entire impulse ∆k can be determined.
Ultimately, the final resolution procedure that builds on Algorithm 7 and includes friction
handling based on the Coulomb friction model works as follows: First of all, the desired change
of the relative velocity ∆∆ϑAB is initialized according to Equation 3.5.3. As a consequence, the
resulting impulse causes the relative velocity of both bodies along the contact plane to drop to
zero. This outcome is correct as long as the condition that corresponds to static friction is satisfied.
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Otherwise, kinetic friction must be simulated by using the calculations presented in Equations 3.5.5a,
3.5.7, and 3.5.8. Finally, the correct impulse is applied to both bodies, thereby changing their linear
and angular velocities such that this particular closing contact is resolved (see Algorithm 8).
It should be noted that for the final implementation that handles kinetic friction, there is no
need for introducing a new variable that represents the adjusted impulse ∆k. Instead, all calculations
can be performed in-place using the impulse ∆j (cf. lines 6–9 of Algorithm 8). Moreover, in the
case of static friction, the computational cost of Algorithm 8 is practically identical to Algorithm 7,
in other words, the computational cost is extremely low. Only handling kinetic friction (if necessary,
which, of course, is not always the case) is computationally considerably more expensive since it
requires two floating point divisions and one square root calculation to be performed.
Algorithm 8: Procedure for resolving a single closing contact (including friction handling)
1

∆∆ϑAB = ( −(1 + cor) ⋅ ∆ϑAB,0 , −(ϑA,1 − ϑB,1 ) , −(ϑA,2 − ϑB,2 ) )

→ 3.5.3

2

∆j =

→ 3.4.13

3

α ∶= ∆j12 + ∆j22

4

if α > µ2s ⋅ ∆j02 then

−1
Kcontact

⋅ ∆∆ϑAB

→ 3.5.4

5

µk
β ∶= √
α

6

∆j0 =

7

λ ∶= β ⋅ ∆j0

→ 3.5.7

8

∆j1 = λ ⋅ ∆j1

→ 3.5.5a

9

∆j2 = λ ⋅ ∆j2

→ 3.5.5a

→ 3.5.7

Kcontact,0

∆∆ϑAB,0
+ β ⋅ ( Kcontact,1 ⋅ ∆j1 + Kcontact,2 ⋅ ∆j2 )

→ 3.5.8

10

end

11

∆i = Bcontact ⋅ ∆j

→ 3.3.7 & 3.4.12a

12

vA = vA +

→ 3.4.4a

13

ωA = ωA + IA−1 ⋅ (rA × ∆i)

14

vB = vB +

15

ωB = ωB + IB−1 ⋅ (rB × −∆i)

3.6

1
mA

1
mB

⋅ ∆i

→ 3.4.4a

⋅ −∆i

→ 3.4.4b
→ 3.4.4b

The Contact Resolution Algorithm

Algorithm 8 can be used to resolve a single closing contact. In order to resolve every closing
contact that is currently present in the simulation, first of all, all bodies are, based on their contact
data, divided into groups of interconnected bodies (see Section 3.1). Each of these groups is then
processed independently by the contact resolution system. This process always starts with an
initialization phase that iterates through all contacts that belong to the currently processed group
of interconnected bodies. For each of these contacts, the following four actions are performed:
1. The basis matrix Bcontact that represents an orthonormal basis that spans the local contact
space is calculated according to Equations 3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.3.3, and 3.3.4.
2. The collision matrix Kworld (cf. Equation 3.4.11a) is calculated, transformed into contact
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−1
coordinates (→ Kcontact , cf. Equation 3.4.12c), and inverted (→ Kcontact
). It should be noted
−1
that the contact resolution process only requires Kcontact,0 , Kcontact,1 , Kcontact,2 , and Kcontact

to be stored for further calculations (cf. Algorithm 8).
3. The contact velocities of both bodies are calculated and transformed into contact coordinates
(cf. Equations 3.4.1a and 3.4.1b). These two velocities ϑA and ϑB are then used to determine
the contact’s current relative velocity along the contact normal (cf. Equation 3.4.2).
4. If the relative velocity along the contact normal lies below the resolution threshold (cf. Equation
3.4.3), the contact is added to a list that records all closing contacts.
This initialization phase marks the beginning of the iterative resolution procedure. In each iteration,
one contact is taken from the list that records all closing contacts. This contact is then processed by
the contact resolution system according to Algorithm 8. As already stated at the end of Section 3.4,
resolving one contact may change the state of other contacts since resolving a contact changes
the velocities of both bodies A and B, thereby potentially changing the relative velocities of other
contacts that also involve A or B (see Figure 21). As a consequence, after a contact C has been
resolved, all contacts that involve A or B of C (this also includes the contact C itself) must update
their ∆ϑAB,0 values. Moreover, if the updated ∆ϑAB,0 value of such a contact T then lies ...
● ... below the resolution threshold (i.e., ∆ϑAB,0 < thresholdresolution ) and T is not yet contained
in the list that records all closing contacts, then T must be added to this list.
● ... above the resolution threshold or is equal to the threshold (i.e., ∆ϑAB,0 ≥ thresholdresolution )
and T is currently contained in the list that records all closing contacts, then T must be
removed from this list (C will satisfy this condition and thus will be removed from the list).

Figure 21: In the above illustrated scenario, all collisions are perfectly elastic. At the beginning of
the resolution procedure, both spheres are moving parallel to the ground towards the wall on the
right (illustrated by the two arrows located directly above the two spheres). This setup consists of a
total of four contacts, with only contact (2) being a closing contact (first image). Resolving this
contact causes the sphere on the wall to change its direction of movement, thereby causing contact
(1) to turn into a closing contact (second image). Unfortunately, resolving contact (1) only leads
to contact (2) being changed into a closing contact once again (third image). Finally, resolving
contact (2) for a second time causes both spheres to move in the exact opposite of their initial
directions. As a result, the simulation no longer contains any closing contacts (fourth image).
The resolution procedure is finished, i.e., the iterative algorithm can be aborted if the currently
processed group of interconnected bodies no longer contains any closing contacts (≙ the list that
keeps track of all closing contacts is empty). In certain scenarios (e.g., scenarios that involve piles or
stacks of rigid bodies), at the beginning of the resolution procedure, the ∆ϑAB,0 values of all closing
contacts converge relatively quickly towards the resolution threshold. However, the closer the ∆ϑAB,0
values get to the resolution threshold, the slower the rate of convergence becomes, with the result
that in such scenarios an incredibly large number of iterative steps might be required until finally
all closing contacts are completely resolved. In order to avoid the execution of potentially enormous
numbers of iterative steps (which would inevitably lead to a drastic drop in the performance), an
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upper limit is introduced that specifies the maximum number of iterations the algorithm is allowed
to perform. If this limit is reached, the algorithm is aborted, regardless of how many contacts are
still unresolved. For this mechanism to work, the upper limit may be set to any suitable predefined
fixed value. Another possibility is to base the maximum number of iterations on the number of
contacts that belong to the currently processed group of bodies. Consequently, the collision response
system could, for example, be configured such that the contact resolution algorithm is aborted if
either all closing contacts are resolved or the number of iterations is equal to ten times the number
of contacts that belong to the currently processed group of bodies.
In order to further improve the performance of the contact resolution algorithm, at the
beginning of every iterative step, not just any arbitrary closing contact is chosen to be processed,
but the one contact that currently possesses the smallest ∆ϑAB,0 value. In other words, the contact
that possesses the highest “relative closing speed” is chosen, with the relative closing speed of a
contact being defined as the inverse of the contact’s relative velocity along the contact normal:
∆speedclosing = −∆ϑAB,0

(3.6.1)

The basic idea behind this approach is quite intuitive (cf. [Mil07]): The smaller the ∆ϑAB,0 value
of a particular contact, the higher its relative closing speed, the faster the two bodies A and B
are approaching one another, and the larger the interpenetration between these two bodies if the
contact is not resolved (see Figure 22). Consequently, if in every iteration the one contact that
currently possesses the highest relative closing speed is processed, then once the maximum number of
iterations is reached (causing the contact resolution to be prematurely aborted), only those contacts
that possess the lowest relative closing speeds remain unresolved.

Figure 22: The above illustrated scenario contains two closing contacts (image on the left). As
indicated by the two arrows at the points of contact, the sphere on the left is moving more slowly
towards the ground than the sphere on the right is moving towards the wall. If only the contact
between the sphere and the wall (≙ the contact with the highest relative closing speed) is resolved,
the unresolved contact between the ground and the sphere on the left causes this sphere to slightly
penetrate the ground (illustrated by the two images at the top). Whereas resolving only the contact
between the sphere and the ground (≙ the contact with the lowest relative closing speed) causes a
much larger interpenetration between the wall and the sphere on the right (illustrated by the two
images at the bottom). As a consequence, in every iteration of the contact resolution algorithm, the
one contact that currently possesses the highest relative closing speed should be processed.
This strategy drastically increases the performance of the entire collision response system
since in many situations (especially in scenarios that involve piles or stacks of rigid bodies), in
order to achieve the same accuracy, a lot less iterations are required if instead of any arbitrary
closing contact the one contact that currently possesses the highest relative closing speed is chosen
to be processed (cf. benchmarks in Section 5.4). As a consequence, the computational cost of each
iterative step increases since finding the one contact that satisfies this condition requires (a lot) more
computational effort than simply choosing any arbitrary closing contact (see Section 3.8). However,
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the performance gained due to the considerably smaller number of iterative steps (far) outweighs
the performance lost due to the additional computations that are required in each iterative step in
order to find the contact with the currently smallest ∆ϑAB,0 value (≙ the contact with the currently
highest relative closing speed). Finally, the implementation of such a contact resolution algorithm
that is based on all the mechanisms that are introduced in this section is outlined in Algorithm 9.
Algorithm 9: The contact resolution algorithm
input : all contacts that belong to a particular group G of interconnected rigid bodies
1

listcl.contacts ← an initially empty list for recording closing contacts

2

foreach contact of G do

3

The basis matrix Bcontact is calculated (cf. 3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.3.3, and 3.3.4).

4

−1
Kcontact,0 , Kcontact,1 , Kcontact,2 , and Kcontact
are calculated (cf. 3.4.11a and 3.4.12c).

5

The contact velocities ϑA and ϑB of both bodies are calculated (in contact coordinates, cf.
3.4.1a and 3.4.1b) and used to determine the contact’s current relative velocity along the
contact normal ∆ϑAB,0 (cf. 3.4.2).
if ∆ϑAB,0 < thresholdresolution then

6
7
8
9

The contact is added to listcl.contacts .
end
end

10

while listcl.contacts is not empty AND the number of maximum iterations is not yet reached do

11

C ← the contact from listcl.contacts that currently possesses the smallest ∆ϑAB,0 value

12

The contact C is resolved according to Algorithm 8.

13

foreach contact T that involves body A or B of C (this includes the contact C) do

14
15

The contact velocities of both bodies of T are updated.
The new ∆ϑAB,0 value of T is determined using the just updated velocities.

16

if ∆ϑAB,0 (of contact T ) < thresholdresolution then

17

if T is not yet contained in listcl.contacts then

18

The contact T is added to listcl.contacts .
end

19

else if T is currently contained in listcl.contacts then

20

The contact T is removed from listcl.contacts .

21
22
23
24

end
end
end

3.7

Utilizing Shock Propagation

In this section, a mechanism is presented that both helps to stabilize the simulation and greatly
improves the performance of the entire collision response system, especially in scenarios that involve
piles or stacks of rigid bodies. This mechanism will be referred to as “shock propagation” throughout
the rest of this thesis. The implementation is largely based on the shock propagation method that
was introduced by Eran Guendelman et al. in 2003 [GBF03], with the main difference being that
the algorithm presented in this thesis does not rely on the explicit construction of a contact graph.
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As long as not all bodies contained in the same stack/pile of rigid bodies are asleep, at the
beginning of every time step, some bodies (≙ all bodies that are awake) build up a small amount of
linear velocity due to gravity. If the stack/pile currently is in a steady state, the contact resolution
algorithm will eventually cause all bodies to again completely lose their gravity-induced velocities.
As a result, all bodies will remain stationary as expected. Removing all these gravity-induced
velocities in order to reach the final steady state, however, may require an extremely large number
of iterative steps. The more bodies are contained in a particular steady stack/pile of rigid bodies,
the more the computational cost increases. On the other hand, the more the bodies in a particular
scenario are able to freely move around without interfering one another, the fewer iterative steps
are required during the contact resolution algorithm. In other words, the more the movement of
most/all simulated bodies is restricted because of scene boundaries (e.g., walls, the ground, etc.)
or because of the fact that in the current configuration the bodies collectively prevent each other
from moving (which is the case in any steady stack or pile of rigid bodies), the more iterative steps
are required for resolving the corresponding scenario. The shock propagation mechanism aims at
drastically reducing the number of iterative steps required in these situations. The implementation
of the shock propagation method is based on the following principles:
● Every group of interconnected rigid bodies that is passed to the contact resolution system
(cf. Algorithm 9) is further subdivided into (significantly) smaller groups of bodies. These
subgroups are then processed independently by the shock propagation.
● The initial subgroup, which is processed first, consists of all those bodies that are in direct
contact with any scene boundaries or other fixed bodies. The second subgroup consists of all
bodies that are in direct contact with bodies of the initial subgroup but have not yet been
processed. In general, every subgroup (except the first one) consists of all those bodies that
have not yet been processed and are in direct contact with bodies of the previous subgroup.
● In every stage of the shock propagation procedure, the exact same algorithm as outlined in
Algorithm 9 is used for processing the current subgroup. Of course, the number of maximum
iterations should be adapted to the number of bodies and contacts contained in this subgroup.
Moreover, the initialization of the contact data that is required for the resolution process
−1
(Bcontact , Kcontact,0 , Kcontact,1 , Kcontact,2 , Kcontact
, ϑA , and ϑB ) is omitted during the shock
propagation since the shock propagation procedure is always preceded by a few iterations of

the “global” contact resolution algorithm (more on that later in this section), which already
includes the initialization of all of the resolution-relevant contact data.
● At the end of every stage of the shock propagation procedure, after the current subgroup
was processed by the contact resolution algorithm, all the bodies that are contained in this
subgroup are temporarily assigned infinite mass. Their current velocities (≙ their velocities
as of the end of the contact resolution process that was just executed) remain unchanged. A
−1
particular body X is assigned infinite mass by setting both the inverse of its mass mX
=

1
mX

and the inverse of its moment of inertia IX−1 to zero. As a consequence, Kcontact,0 , Kcontact,1 ,
−1
Kcontact,2 , and Kcontact
must be recalculated for every contact that involves a body that was

assigned infinite mass (cf. Equations 3.4.11a and 3.4.10). More precisely, these four parameters
must be recalculated for every contact that involves one body that was not yet processed by
the shock propagation and another body that is contained in the currently processed subgroup
and was just assigned infinite mass.
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● Because of its infinite mass, once a body was processed by the shock propagation, its motion
can no longer be affected by the movement of any other body that is processed in a subsequent
stage of the shock propagation algorithm. To quote from the paper of Eran Guendelman et
al. [GBF03]: Bodies that are processed in subsequent stages of the shock propagation “will
simply have to move out of the way”.
● Once the entire shock propagation algorithm is finished (≙ all bodies of the initial group of
interconnected bodies have been processed), the original masses are restored for all bodies.
This procedure helps to drastically improve the performance, especially in scenarios that involve
piles or stacks of rigid bodies, since the task of resolving all collisions that correspond to a large
group of interconnected bodies is shifted from one global approach (which potentially suffers from
a slow rate of convergence) to multiple smaller local approaches (which potentially offer a much
higher rate of convergence). The process of the shock propagation algorithm (following the above
stated principles) is illustrated in Figure 23 below.

(a) At the beginning of the resolution procedure, all blocks are awake and influenced by gravity (first image).
After the execution of a few initial iterations of the global contact resolution algorithm, a large fraction of the
gravity-induced linear velocity is already removed from each block (the remaining velocities are illustrated by the
small arrows in the second image). The shock propagation algorithm starts with processing the three blocks at
the bottom (second image). After these blocks have been processed, they are assigned infinite mass and the two
blocks that are located right on top of them are chosen to be processed next (third image). Following the same
pattern, these two blocks are also assigned infinite mass and the last stage of the shock propagation is initiated
with the block on top (fourth image). Once the entire shock propagation process is completed, all gravity-induced
velocities have vanished from the stack and the blocks’ original masses can be restored (fifth image).

(b) In this second scenario, the sphere on the bottom right constitutes a scene boundary and is fixed by default
(illustrated by the X-symbol in all five images). All the other spheres are influenced by gravity (first image).
After a few iterations of the global contact resolution algorithm, the shock propagation procedure takes over,
consecutively processing a subset of four spheres, another subset of four spheres, and finally a subset of two
spheres (illustrated in the second, third, and fourth image).

Figure 23: In any scenario that involves a stable pile or stack of rigid bodies, the shock propagation
method helps to drastically improve the rate of convergence of the entire contact resolution process
by employing a “bottom up” resolution approach that is based on the consecutive treatment of
subsets of the initial group of interconnected rigid bodies.
It should be noted that the shock propagation algorithm can never fully replace the global
contact resolution algorithm (which is outlined in Algorithm 9). As already stated, right before the
shock propagation procedure is started, a few iterations of the global contact resolution algorithm
must be performed, with the maximum number of global iterations being as small as possible in
order to save runtime, yet large enough in order to achieve a predefined desired accuracy and
to allow impulses to travel from the top of a stack/pile of rigid bodies down to the bottom so
that the bodies at the bottom can “feel the weight” of the bodies on top (cf. [GBF03]). In other
words, the contact/collision resolution procedure that is performed for each group of interconnected
bodies consists of an initial global contact resolution process (which is prematurely aborted after
only a relatively small number of iterations have been executed) that is followed by the shock
propagation algorithm (which is outlined in Algorithm 10). However, it should be noted that the
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shock propagation procedure is, of course, not executed if all contacts/collisions of a particular group
of interconnected bodies can be resolved before the maximum iteration limit of the global resolution
algorithm is even reached. In practice, this is the case for many scenarios. Ultimately, the shock
propagation is only required and executed if the bodies of the underlying simulation start to pile up.
Algorithm 10: The shock propagation algorithm
input : all contacts that belong to a particular group G of interconnected rigid bodies
1
2
3

listsubset ← an initially empty list that represents the current subset of bodies
/* construction of the initial subset of bodies */
foreach contact of G do
If body A is fixed and body B is not yet stored in listsubset , B is added to this list – and vice versa.

4
5

end

6

while listsubset is not empty do
All contacts/collisions caused by the bodies that are stored in listsubset are resolved
according to Algorithm 9 (→ the initialization of all of the resolution-relevant contact data
is omitted and the number of maximum iterations is adapted to the number of bodies
contained in listsubset ).

7

8

listnext subset ← an empty list for storing the bodies of the next subset

9

foreach body X of listsubset do

10

The body X is assigned infinite mass.

11

Each body that is in direct contact with X, not fixed, not yet processed by the shock
propagation, and not yet stored in listnext subset is added to this list.

12

end

13

All bodies contained in listnext subset are added to listsubset (which is cleared first).

14

end

15

The original masses of all bodies of G are restored.

3.8

Enhancing the Performance & Improving the Stability

Whether during the initial global contact/collision resolution process or during the execution of the
shock propagation algorithm, each time a single closing contact C is resolved, the relative velocity
along the contact normal (≙ the inverse of the relative closing speed, cf. Equation 3.6.1) of every
contact that also involves body A or B of C must be updated (cf. lines 13–23 of Algorithm 9). In
order to guarantee maximum performance, all the contacts that meet this condition should not have
to be redetermined every time the contact C is processed (a contact may be processed multiple
times during the resolution process, see Section 3.6 and Figure 21), but rather should be calculated
only once. In practice, each contact holds a list that contains references to all contacts that are
affected by its resolution. This list can be initialized during the initialization phase of the global
contact resolution algorithm (cf. lines 2–9 of Algorithm 9). Consequently, this list provides the
capability for a fast and direct access – during runtime – to all resolution-affected contacts.
So far, all the algorithms that are presented in this thesis (which ultimately make up the
entire collision response system) do not distinguish between resting contacts in the sense of two
 In the underlying implementation that is based on C++, this list is realized via a linear array (which provides
maximum efficiency for consecutive access) that contains pointers to the other contacts.
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rigid bodies that have already been in contact with each other during the previous time step and
“actual” collisions in the sense of two rigid bodies that really collide with each other. Regardless of
whether a body X is resting on another body Y and accelerated by gravity or X is freely moving
around and crashing into Y , in both scenarios, the contact detection system generates an appropriate
closing contact (possibly even multiple closing contacts), which is then passed to the resolution
procedure. However, closing contacts that are caused by “real” collisions possess (much) higher
relative closing speeds (i.e., they possess smaller ∆ϑAB,0 values) than closing contacts that are
caused by resting bodies. Thus, in order to improve the stability of the simulation, a “restitution
threshold” is introduced: If the relative closing speed of a particular closing contact is smaller than
the velocity specified by this threshold (i.e., if the contact’s ∆ϑAB,0 value is larger than the inverse
of this threshold), then the coefficient of restitution that corresponds to this contact is set to zero
(in other words, line 1 of Algorithm 8 is substituted by Algorithm 11).
Algorithm 11: Velocity-dependent adaptation of the contact resolution (→ Algorithm 8)
1
2
3
4
5

if ∆ϑAB,0 > −thresholdrestitution then
∆∆ϑAB = ( −∆ϑAB,0 , −(ϑA,1 − ϑB,1 ) , −(ϑA,2 − ϑB,2 ) )
else
∆∆ϑAB = ( −(1 + cor) ⋅ ∆ϑAB,0 , −(ϑA,1 − ϑB,1 ) , −(ϑA,2 − ϑB,2 ) )
end

Since a coefficient of restitution equal to zero represents a perfectly inelastic collision (see
Section 3.4), setting the coefficient of restitution of a particular contact to zero causes the two
corresponding bodies to “stick together” along the contact normal (→ the desired change of the
relative velocity along the contact normal is equal to the inverse of the current relative velocity
along the contact normal, cf. line 2 of Algorithm 11). The small amount of linear velocity that is
generated for each body due to gravity alone should not cause a resting body to bounce. Therefore,
the restitution threshold should be chosen slightly larger than the amount of linear velocity that is
caused due to gravity over the course of one single time step:
thresholdrestitution = ∣g∣ ⋅ ∆t + ε

with ε → 0

(3.8.1)

As long as the size of each time step is small enough and the simulated rigid bodies are not
exceptionally tiny, treating a contact that possesses a relative closing speed that is smaller than
the velocity specified by the restitution threshold as a completely inelastic collision is perfectly
justifiable. As a result, steady bodies (which have not yet fallen asleep) remain absolutely steady.
Consequently, this mechanism enables the simulation of perfectly stable stacks/piles of rigid bodies.
Another mechanism that helps to improve the performance is “velocity-dependent gravity
damping”. The basic idea is to reduce the amount of gravitational force that is exerted on steady and
Algorithm 12: Velocity-dependent gravity damping during the velocity update phase
1
2
3
4
5

if ( 2 ⋅ ( ∣vbody ∣2 + ∣ωbody ∣2 ⋅ ∣rmax ∣2 ) ) < ( thresholdgravity )2 then
The body’s velocity is updated using only a fraction of the standard acceleration due to gravity.

else
The body’s velocity is updated using the standard acceleration due to gravity.

end
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extremely slow moving rigid bodies. If the current motion of a particular body (cf. Equation 3.2.3)
lies below the “gravity damping threshold”, only a fraction of the standard acceleration due to gravity
is used for calculating the body’s velocity during the velocity update phase (see Algorithm 12).
Thus, the gravitational force remains unchanged in almost all situations, only when a body comes to
rest, the gravitational force that is exerted on this body becomes smaller. As a result, simulations
that include stacks and piles of rigid bodies become considerably more efficient (see Section 5.3).
During every iteration of the contact resolution algorithm, the one contact that currently
possesses the smallest ∆ϑAB,0 value (≙ the contact that currently possesses the highest relative
closing speed) must be found (cf. line 11 of Algorithm 9). However, searching through the entire
list of closing contacts in every iteration of the algorithm is computationally (far) too expensive,
especially if the currently processed group of bodies contains a (very) large number of contacts that
need to be resolved. Unfortunately, initially sorting this list once based on the ∆ϑAB,0 values of all
inserted contacts does not solve this problem since in every iteration, the ∆ϑAB,0 values of several
contacts may be changed as a result of the resolution of the currently processed contact (cf. lines
13–23 of Algorithm 9), which would invalidate any prior sorting. In order to guarantee the best
possible performance, the final (C++-based) implementation uses the following two methods for
determining the right contact (≙ the contact that currently possesses the smallest ∆ϑAB,0 value):
1. If only a couple of contacts need to be processed, the list that keeps track of all closing contacts
is implemented as an unsorted static linear array, which due to sequential memory access
allows to perform extremely efficient linear search operations.
The array (which only contains contacts classified as closing contacts) is initialized with
sufficient storage capacity by reserving as much memory as would be required for simultaneously
storing all contacts of the currently processed group of bodies. Since the order in which the
contacts are stored is irrelevant, adding a new contact (cf. lines 7 and 18 of Algorithm 9) to
the array can be done in O(1) time by inserting the new contact as the last element of the
array (see Figure 24). Moreover, if each contact memorizes its current index/location in the
array, any arbitrary contact C can be removed from the array (cf. line 21 of Algorithm 9) in
O(1) time by simply shifting the last inserted contact to the location of C (see Figure 25).

Figure 24: If a new closing contact is added

Figure 25: If contact B must be removed

to the array, it is inserted as the last element.

from the array, E is shifted to B’s location.

The process of finding the right contact at the beginning of each iteration can be improved
considerably by a simple check at the end of each iteration during the update of all resolutionaffected contacts (cf. line 15 of Algorithm 9): If (and only if) the ∆ϑAB,0 value of the contact
that possesses the smallest ∆ϑAB,0 value of all current resolution-affected contacts is smaller
than or equal to the ∆ϑAB,0 value of the currently processed contact, then in the next iteration
the linear search can be omitted and the contact that possesses the smallest ∆ϑAB,0 value of
all current resolution-affected contacts is the contact that must be processed next. In some
scenarios, this simple check at the end of each iteration reduces the number of required linear
searches by up to 50%. However, even if this optimization helps to improve the performance,
the computational complexity of each iteration remains O(N).
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2. If a large number of contacts need to be processed, a sorted data structure must be used. As a
result, the right contact can be picked in constant time O(1) without any prior search. When
using C++, a std::multiset [Jos99] is perfectly suited for this purpose.
Adding a new contact (cf. lines 7 and 18 of Algorithm 9) to the std::multiset data
structure takes O(logN) time on average since each contact is inserted in its respective position
following a total/linear ordering. When a contact is inserted into the std::multiset, the
insertion operation returns an iterator object that can be used to directly access the contact
within the data structure in constant time O(1). If each contact memorizes its iterator object,
any arbitrary contact can be removed from the std::multiset in amortized constant time. In
order to maintain the total order within the structure of the std::multiset, in each iteration,
all contacts that are affected by the current resolution (cf. line 13 of Algorithm 9) are removed
from the std::multiset. Afterwards, only those contacts that possess an updated ∆ϑAB,0
value that is smaller than the resolution threshold are reinserted into the std::multiset.
Consequently, each iteration of the resolution algorithm takes O(logN) time.
If the maximum number of iterations is determined by a multiple of the number N of contacts that
are about to be processed, the method that uses an unsorted array consists of an initialization
phase (cf. lines 2–9 of Algorithm 9) that takes O(N) time and a resolution phase (cf. lines 10–24
of Algorithm 9) that takes O(N2 ) time, whereas the computational complexity for both phases of
the algorithm is O(N⋅logN) if the method that is based on a std::multiset is chosen. Even if,
in theory, the std::multiset-based implementation should be preferred, in practice, the method
based on an unsorted linear array achieves (much) better performance for groups of bodies that only
contain a relatively small number of contacts. Consequently, the final implementation of the contact
resolution algorithm uses a hybrid procedure that adaptively switches between these two methods
based on the number of contacts that need to be processed .

 It should be noted that this approach applies to both the initial global contact resolution algorithm as well as
each stage of the shock propagation process.
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Shared Memory Parallelization

Ultimately, every simulation consists of the repeated execution of the simulation pipeline outlined in
Algorithm 6. Therefore, a parallelization of the simulation requires the parallelization of Algorithm 6.
A parallelization of this simulation pipeline is subject to the following two restrictions:
1. The individual stages of the pipeline (i.e., contact detection, batch generation, penetration
correction, contact resolution, the bodies’ position and velocity update, etc.) must be executed
in the exact same order as outlined in Algorithm 6. In other words, different stages of the
simulation pipeline cannot be executed in parallel.
2. Both the penetration correction (see Algorithm 2) and the contact resolution algorithm (see
Algorithm 9, potentially followed by the shock propagation → Algorithm 10) are iterative
algorithms by design and cannot be trivially parallelized. In fact, every iterative step of the
contact resolution procedure depends on the calculations of the previous step. The update of
the ∆ϑAB,0 values of all resolution-affected contacts at the end of every iteration most likely
affects the order in which the remaining closing contacts must be processed.
Consequently, the parallelization of the underlying simulation framework must be achieved by
parallelizing each stage of the simulation pipeline. In theory, if each stage is perfectly parallelized,
the entire framework is perfectly parallelized.
Fortunately, each loop that iterates over all bodies of the simulation in order to process and
update their current state (cf. lines 3–5, lines 11-15, and lines 19–21 of Algorithm 6) can be perfectly
parallelized. Every iteration of any of these loops executes the exact same code, with the only
difference being the body that is processed. In other words, for each of these loops, the loop’s body
can be executed in parallel for all bodies of the simulation. In order to exploit this SIMD parallelism,
the C++-based implementation uses OpenMP directives [OMP], which allow these loops to be
parallelized very easily and very effectively (see Code Snippet 1).
Code Snippet 1: Parallelization of all body processing stages

The “#pragma omp parallel for” directive instructs any OpenMP compatible compiler to
share the workload that is generated by the loop among as many threads as specified by the runtime
environment. The addition of “schedule(static)” ensures that each thread is assigned the same
number of bodies. In other words, if T threads are available and N bodies must be processed, each
thread is assigned N/T bodies, thereby achieving a perfect parallelization.
As already stated, both the penetration correction as well as the contact resolution algorithm
are sequential algorithms by design and cannot be parallelized. However, all groups of interconnected
bodies generated by the batch generation (see Section 3.1 and Figure 14) can be processed completely
independently, i.e., in parallel. In other words, the two loops that iterate over all groups of
interconnected bodies (cf. lines 8–10 and lines 16–18 of Algorithm 6) can be parallelized. However,
since the time that is required to process one single batch (one batch ≙ one group of interconnected
bodies) strongly depends on the number of contacts between the bodies that belong to this batch,
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assigning each thread the same number of batches proofs to be a bad strategy. Moreover, even if two
batches contain the same number of contacts, depending on the arrangement of the corresponding
bodies, processing one batch may require considerably more time than processing the other. In
other words, without actually executing the penetration correction/contact resolution algorithm, it’s
impossible to determine the time that is required for processing a particular batch of bodies. As
a consequence, in order to share the workload as evenly as possible among multiple threads, the
“#pragma omp parallel for schedule(dynamic,1)” directive can be used (see Code Snippet 2).
Code Snippet 2: Possible parallelization of the penetration correction & contact resolution

The “schedule(dynamic,1)” instruction causes each thread to be assigned only one batch at
a time. If a thread has finished processing its current batch of bodies, another batch is assigned to
this thread until no batch remains to be distributed. Thus, while one thread may be busy processing
a batch of bodies that contains many contacts, all the other threads can handle multiple smaller
batches. This approach, however, has one major disadvantage: The individual batches are assigned
to the available threads in the same order as they are stored within the list/array that contains all
batches that have been generated by the batch generation algorithm. Thus, if this array contains one
large batch of bodies that is stored at the end of the array (or even worse, several large batches that
are stored at the end of the array), all the smaller batches are processed first (in parallel). A better
strategy would be to assign the largest batch (which most likely requires the most computational
effort) to the first thread right at the beginning of the penetration correction/contact resolution
process so that the time that is required for processing this batch shadows the time that is required

Figure 26: In this example, every batch that contains less than 8 contacts is classified as a small
batch. The small numbers within each square (one square ≙ one batch) represent the number of
contacts that belong to this particular batch of bodies. The batch generation algorithm determines
all groups of interconnected bodies and arbitrarily stores them within an array (first image). After
that, a new array that is able to store the same number of batches is created. A presorting algorithm
then iterates over the original array: batches that contain 8 or more contacts are stored within the
newly created array “from left to right”, whereas batches that contain less bodies are stored “from
right to left” (images 2–9). As a result, all the large batches are stored at the beginning of the new
array (tenth image). These large batches are then sorted as illustrated in the eleventh image. The
twelfth and last image shows the final array of batches that is used for the parallelization of both
the penetration correction and the contact resolution algorithm.
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for processing all the other batches. Therefore, before the penetration correction is executed, the
array that contains all batches is sorted as illustrated in Figure 26: All the large batches are sorted
and stored at the beginning, whereas all the small batches are left unsorted and stored at the end.
The combination of the parallelization illustrated in Code Snippet 2 and the sorting of the
array that contains all batches of bodies according to Figure 26 guarantees that the workload of the
penetration correction/contact resolution is distributed to all available threads as evenly as possible.
This approach, however, still suffers from one minor issue: If a particular time step consists of many
small batches only, the dynamic parallelization scheme illustrated in Code Snippet 2 leads to a large
thread synchronization overhead. In this particular case, a static parallelization scheme as presented
in Code Snippet 1 would be a better solution. As a consequence, the final parallelization of the
penetration correction/contact resolution algorithm is achieved by a combination of both schemes.
The corresponding algorithm (which automatically adapts to the current situation) is presented in
Code Snippet 3. The workload is still dynamically distributed to all available threads: After finishing
processing its current batch of bodies, the corresponding thread is assigned a new batch that has not
yet been processed by another thread (cf. lines 8–12). However, once all batches that are classified
as large batches have been processed (cf. lines 3, 6, and 15–18 – the value of “last” is equal to
the index of the last batch that is classified as a large batch), the dynamic batch assignment phase
(cf. lines 4–20) ends. All the remaining batches are then statically distributed among all available
threads (cf. lines 23–26). Thus, if the current time step consists of small batches only, the dynamic

Code Snippet 3: Final parallelization of the penetration correction & contact resolution
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thread assignment phase is skipped entirely (the value of “last” is equal to -1 and the condition in
line 2 evaluates to false). Moreover, since all the small batches are not sorted but arbitrarily spread
among each other (see Figure 26), the “#pragma omp parallel for schedule(static)” directive
can be expected to achieve a statistically even distribution of the remaining workload
Ultimately, however, the gain in performance achieved by this parallelization scheme largely
depends on the current state of the underlying simulation. If during a particular time step only
one single group of interconnected bodies that contains an extremely large number of contacts
must be resolved, only one thread is created. In such situations, the simulation framework benefits
from a multi-core CPU that is capable of temporarily increasing the clock speed of one/some of
its processing cores if fewer threads than available physical cores are active. However, even if the
entire collision response system is perfectly parallelized, currently the implementation of both the
contact detection as well as the batch generation algorithm of the pe framework is purely sequential.
Fortunately, the time that is required for determining all groups of interconnected bodies is generally
negligible in comparison to the time that is required for the rest of the simulation pipeline. Thus, a
perfect parallelization of the batch generation algorithm would result in a minor improvement of the
overall performance at best. The contact detection system (which accounts for a significant fraction
of the execution time of each time step), on the other hand, must be parallelized in future work in
order to achieve a good overall parallel speedup (cf. benchmarks in Section 5.2).
Every contact detection system consists of two consecutive stages: the coarse collision detection
(also referred to as broad-phase collision detection) and the fine collision detection. The pe physics
engine currently uses a highly efficient coarse collision detection algorithm that is based on hierarchical
hash grids [Sch09]. As a result, the coarse collision detection generally accounts for only a (very)
small fraction of the execution time that is required for the entire contact detection system. Instead
of immediately passing every pair of potentially colliding bodies to the fine collision detection, the
coarse collision detection algorithm could, first of all, create a list of all potentially colliding bodies.
Afterwards, this list could be processed in parallel by the fine collision detection algorithm. As a
result, the entire contact detection system could be expected to achieve good parallel efficiency.

 In

a C++-based implementation, this list is best realized by using a std::vector data structure.
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Benchmarks

The benchmarks that are presented in this thesis are performed on two different systems. The
hardware specifications of these two systems are as follows:
1. The first system is built around an Intel® Core2 Duo E6400 CPU with two physical cores
running at 2.13 GHz. The main memory consists of 2 GBytes DDR2-SDRAM (PC2-4200).
2. The second system is built around an Intel® Core i7 940 CPU with four physical cores
running at 2.93 GHz. The main memory consists of 6 GBytes DDR3-SDRAM (PC3-8500).
On both machines, a 64-bit build of openSUSE 11.2 (Linux kernel version 2.6.31.12) is used as
operating system. All benchmarks are compiled with g++ (GCC version 4.4.1), using the following
compilation flags: "-fopenmp -Wall -Werror -Wextra -Wshadow -Woverloaded-virtual -ansi --param
inline-unit-growth=150 --param max-inline-insns-single=500 --param large-function-growth=600
-O3 -DNDEBUG". For all benchmarks, the current version of the pe framework is used, which (as

already stated in Section 4) does not yet include a shared memory parallelization for neither the
contact detection system nor the batch generation algorithm.
As the following sections will show, both the performance as well as the physical accuracy
of the collision response system are controlled by a number of different parameters, the most
important of which are the following: the penetration threshold (see last paragraph of Section 2.2),
the sleep threshold (see Section 3.2, cf. Equation 3.2.5), the resolution threshold (see Section 3.4,
cf. Equation 3.4.3), the maximum number of iterations the global contact resolution algorithm is
allowed to perform (see Section 3.6, cf. line 10 of Algorithm 9), the maximum number of iterations
each stage of the shock propagation algorithm is allowed to perform (see Section 3.7, cf. line 7 of
Algorithm 10), the restitution threshold (see Section 3.8, cf. Algorithm 11 and Equation 3.8.1),
and the degree of gravity damping that is applied to steady and extremely slow moving bodies
(see Section 3.8, cf. Algorithm 12). Depending on the specific configuration of the collision response
system, a wide variety of simulations are possible, ranging from high performance real-time capable
simulations (see Section 5.1), which, for example, are required in interactive environments, to
simulations that depend on high physical accuracy (see Section 5.5).
If not explicitly specified otherwise, in all of the following benchmarks, one second of simulation
time is subdivided into 240 time steps (≙ one time step corresponds to ∼ 4.17 ms of simulation time).
Every 33 13 ms of simulation time (≙ every eight time steps), the current state of the simulation
is written to a file (these output files can, for example, be used to generate a 30 fps video of the
simulation). In all of the following sections, 33 13 ms of simulation time are referred to as one
“simulation step”. Consequently, a particular simulation is said to run in real time if processing

Table 1: Properties of the three different materials (oak, iron, granite) used during the benchmarks.
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one simulation step (≙ eight consecutive time steps if one time step of the underlying simulation
corresponds to

1
240

seconds of simulation time) takes no more than 33 31 ms.

During all benchmarks (except some benchmarks in Section 5.2), the parallelization of the
collision response system as presented in Section 4 is fully activated. The gravitational acceleration
is always equal to 10

m
.
s2

The simulated scenarios contain various different objects that consist of

three different materials: oak, iron, and granite. The simulation-relevant physical properties of these
materials are listed in Table 1. For each contact that is detected between two bodies, the coefficient
of restitution is set to 0.25. In all benchmarks, the ground is made up of granite.

5.1

General Performance

For all benchmarks in this section, “high performance solver settings” are applied to the collision
response system. By using these settings, the collision response system achieves high performance,
while at the same time the result of the simulation is guaranteed to be “visually indistinguishable”
from simulations that provide high physical accuracy (see Section 5.5). A particular simulation is
said to be visually indistinguishable from a simulation that provides high physical accuracy if based
on the visual output (real-time rendering, pre-rendered video, still images) it is not clear whether
the underlying simulation really achieves high physical accuracy or not. For all benchmarks in this
section, the following settings are applied: The penetration threshold is set to 1.74 mm, the sleep

(a) Five separate stacks of wooden (oak) boxes (size of each box: 10 × 10 × 10 cm) are demolished by an iron bullet
(diameter: 26.4 cm). Each stack consists of 55 boxes, which leads to a total of 275 stacked-up boxes.

(b) 324 wooden (oak) balls (diameter: 13.3 cm) fall into a “small well” with walls made up of granite (size of the
well: 1.0 × 1.0 × 0.11 m). After hitting the ground, some of the balls pile up within the well (second & third image).

(c) Within an environment without gravity, 192 wooden (oak) balls (diameter: 16 cm) and 192 wooden (oak) boxes
(size of each box: 16 × 16 × 16 cm) are evenly distributed inside of an invisible cage (3.45 × 3.45 × 2.65 m). All balls
and boxes are randomly moving around (first image). After one second of simulation time, gravity is activated
(second image), causing all 384 objects to fall to the ground and pile up in the corners of the cage (third image).

Figure 27: Three different scenarios, all simulated on the E6400 system (see Section 5), all running in
real time (cf. performance graphs in Figure 28). Additional runtime information is listed in Table 2.
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the maximum number of

iterations the global contact resolution algorithm is allowed to perform is set to two times the total
number of contacts that are passed to the contact resolution algorithm, the maximum number of
iterations each stage of the shock propagation algorithm is allowed to perform is set to six times
the total number of contacts that are part of this stage of the shock propagation algorithm, the
restitution threshold is set to 4.58

cm
,
s

and the degree of gravity damping that is applied to steady

and extremely slow moving bodies is set to 70%.
The first three benchmarks are all performed on the E6400 system. The first scenario simulated
on this system consists of an iron bullet that smashes through five stacks of wooden boxes (see pictures
in Figure 27(a)). The simulation of this scenario, which involves 276 objects and spans six seconds
of simulation time, takes only 2.993 seconds to complete, which corresponds to an average time
per simulation step of 16.63 ms (cf. Table 2). The second scenario consists of 324 wooden balls

(a) During the first twenty simulation steps (the bullet hits the first stack at ∼ 700 ms of simulation time), all five
stacks are at rest and all bodies are asleep. During this phase of the simulation, the time that is required for
one simulation step (∼ 14 ms) is dominated by the contact detection system and the batch generation algorithm.
In-between simulation step 60 and 120, after the bullet has smashed through all five stacks, one after another, the
boxes start to fall asleep again, until finally, after about four seconds of simulation time, all boxes have come to rest.

(b) At simulation step 8, after about 300 ms of simulation time, the first balls start to hit the ground. Since the
walls of the well prevent the balls on the ground from moving away, the following balls start to pile up, thereby
causing a scenario that requires a lot of processing by the collision response system (→ simulation steps 10–75).
After about 4.4 seconds of simulation time (→ simulation step 132), the stack of balls inside the well has come to
rest. After that, most of the time is required by the contact detection system and the batch generation algorithm.

(c) Since all objects are evenly distributed inside of the invisible cage and gravity is deactivated, the simulation
does not require much processing during the first second of simulation time. At simulation step 30, gravity is
activated, causing all 384 objects to fall to the ground. As the objects start to pile up on the ground, more
and more processing (→ simulation steps 30–60) is required by the collision response system. After 8 seconds of
simulation time (→ simulation step 240), many (but not all) objects have already fallen to sleep.

Figure 28: Performance graphs of the three scenarios presented in Figure 27. All three simulations
run in real time on the E6400 system. Additional runtime information is listed in Table 2.
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Table 2: Additional runtime information that corresponds to the three scenarios simulated on the
E6400 system (see pictures in Figure 27 and performance graphs in Figure 28).
falling into a “small well” (see pictures in Figure 27(b)). The simulation of this scenario, which
also spans six seconds of simulation time and causes some of the balls to pile up inside the well,
takes even less time: 2.693 seconds. This corresponds to an average time per simulation step of
only 14.96 ms (cf. Table 2). The third and last scenario takes place within an environment without
gravity: 192 wooden boxes and 192 wooden balls are randomly floating around inside an invisible
cage. After one second of simulation time, gravity is activated, causing all 384 objects to fall to the
ground (see pictures in Figure 27(c)). The simulation of this scenario, which spans eight seconds
of simulation time, takes 4.226 seconds to complete, which corresponds to an average time per
simulation step of 17.61 ms (cf. Table 2). It should be noted that all three simulations run in

(a) Eight separate stacks of wooden (oak) boxes (size of each box: 10 × 10 × 10 cm) are demolished by an iron bullet
(diameter: 26.4 cm). Each stack consists of 55 boxes, which leads to a total of 440 stacked-up boxes.

(b) 392 wooden (oak) balls (diameter: 11.4 cm) fall into a “small well” with walls made up of granite (size of the
well: 1.0 × 1.0 × 0.095 m). After hitting the ground, some of the balls pile up within the well (second & third image).

(c) Within an environment without gravity, 1536 wooden (oak) balls (diameter: 10 cm) and 1280 wooden (oak)
boxes (size of each box: 10 × 10 × 10 cm) are evenly distributed inside of an invisible cage (3.31 × 3.31 × 2.31 m).
All balls and boxes are randomly moving around (first image). After one second of simulation time, gravity is
activated (second image), causing all 2816 objects to fall to the ground (third image).

Figure 29: Three different scenarios, all simulated on the i7-940 system (see Section 5). The first
two scenarios (“eight demolished stacks of boxes” & “392 balls falling into a well”) are running in
real time (cf. performance graphs in Figure 30). Additional runtime information is listed in Table 3.
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real time on the E6400 system: The maximum time per simulation step never exceeds 33 13 ms
(cf. Table 2). Moreover, the corresponding performance graphs (see Figure 28) nicely show the
benefits of a sophisticated sleeping mechanism (cf. Algorithm 6) combined with velocity-dependent
gravity damping (cf. Algorithm 12): Immediately after coming to rest, bodies fall asleep. As a result,
a lot less processing is required by the collision response system.
The last three benchmarks are all performed on the i7-940 system. The same three scenarios
as simulated on the E6400 system are chosen, however, this time, each scenario includes a larger
number of rigid bodies. The first scenario now consists of an iron bullet that smashes through not
only five, but eight stacks of wooden boxes (see pictures in Figure 29(a)). On the i7-940 system, the
simulation of this scenario, which now involves 441 objects (≙ increase by 60%), takes 3.477 seconds
to complete, which corresponds to an average time per simulation step of 19.32 ms (cf. Table 3). The
second scenario consists of not only 324, but 392 wooden balls (≙ increase by 21%) that are falling
into a small well (see pictures in Figure 29(b)). The simulation of this scenario takes 2.857 seconds

(a) The performance graph that corresponds to the simulation of eight demolished stacks of boxes is qualitatively
identical to the performance graph that corresponds to the simulation of five stacks of boxes on the E6400 system
(cf. performance graph in Figure 28(a)). First (→ simulation steps 0–20), all eight stacks are at rest. While the
bullet is smashing through the stacks (→ simulation steps 20–110), a lot of processing is required by the collision
response system. Finally (→ simulation steps 110–180), most boxes are at rest and have fallen asleep again.

(b) The performance graph that corresponds to the 392 balls falling into a well is identical to the performance
graph that corresponds to the same simulation involving 324 balls on the E6400 system (cf. performance graph in
Figure 28(b)). A lot of processing is required by the collision response system only in-between simulation step 8
and 100. After that, the stack of balls inside the well has come to rest (cf. third picture of Figure 29(b)).

(c) The performance graph that corresponds to the third simulation on the i7-940 system is, again, identical to
the performance graph of the same simulation on the E6400 system (cf. performance graph in Figure 28(c)), with
one exception: The simulation on the i7-940 system involves many more objects – 2816 in total, all piling up at
the bottom of the invisible cage. As a consequence, the simulation does not run in real time (cf. Table 3).

Figure 30: Performance graphs of the three scenarios presented in Figure 29. The first two simulations
run in real time on the i7-940 system. Additional runtime information is listed in Table 3.
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Table 3: Additional runtime information that corresponds to the three scenarios simulated on the
i7-940 system (see pictures in Figure 29 and performance graphs in Figure 30).
to complete, which corresponds to an average time per simulation step of only 15.87 ms (cf. Table 3).
Just like the two corresponding simulations on the E6400 system, these two scenarios run in real
time on the i7-940 system (cf. Table 3 and performance graphs in Figures 30(a) and 30(b)). The
third and last scenario consists of 1536 wooden balls and 1280 wooden boxes trapped inside an
invisible cage (see pictures in Figure 29(c)). The simulation of this scenario, which involves 2816
objects (≙ increase by 633% compared with the same scenario on the E6400 system), takes five
minutes and 56 seconds to complete, which corresponds to an average time per simulation step of
1.482 seconds (cf. Table 3). Consequently, this scenario is clearly not running in real time. However,
considering the fact that nearly three thousand objects are piled up on one another (cf. third image
in Figure 29(c)), an average time per simulation step of 1.482 seconds is still an extremely good
result for such a computationally expensive scenario.

5.2

Parallelization Efficiency

In order to analyze the efficiency of the parallelization scheme presented in Section 4, various
benchmarks of the previous section are executed again: once being limited to only one thread,
and once again using multiple threads (≙ two or four threads depending on whether the particular
benchmark is run on the E6400 or i7-940 system). The first benchmark uses the scenario that is
simulated on the E6400 system and consists of an iron bullet that smashes through five stacks of
wooden boxes (see pictures in Figure 27(a)). In comparison with the simulation that is limited to
only one thread, the simulation that uses two threads takes 18% less time to complete (cf. Table 4).
The maximum speedup of an individual simulation step is 1.65, with the maximum speedup of

Table 4: Additional runtime information that corresponds to the three benchmarks used for analyzing
the efficiency of the employed parallelization scheme (cf. performance graphs in Figure 31).
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the collision response system alone being equal to 1.92 (cf. performance graph in Figure 31(a)).
The second benchmark uses the scenario that consists of 384 objects that are trapped inside of
an invisible cage (see pictures in Figure 27(c)). This benchmark is also carried out on the E6400

(a) At the beginning and at the end of the simulation, the time required for processing one simulation step is largely
dominated by the contact detection and batch generation, both of which are not yet parallelized. At simulation
step 44, a speedup of 1.65 is achieved by the multi-threaded simulation. Assuming that in-between simulation
step 25 and 85 executing the non-parallelized contact detection and batch generation algorithms takes 8 ms, the
maximum speedup of the collision response system alone is equal to 1.92 (also achieved at simulation step 44).

(b) At the end and especially at the beginning of the simulation, the time required for processing one simulation
step is, again, dominated by the contact detection system and the batch generation algorithm. At simulation
step 69, a speedup of 1.62 is achieved by the multi-threaded simulation. Assuming that in-between simulation
step 60 and 240 executing the non-parallelized contact detection and batch generation algorithms takes 10 ms
(the scenario that consists of 384 objects trapped inside of an invisible cage involves more rigid bodies than the
scenario that consists of an iron bullet smashing through five stacks of boxes), in this scenario, the maximum
speedup of the collision response system alone is equal to 1.89 (also achieved at simulation step 69).

(c) The scaling characteristics of the multi-threaded simulation of the scenario that consists of an iron bullet
smashing through eight stacks of boxes on the i7-940 system are identical to the scaling characteristics of the
simulation of the same scenario on the E6400 system. The maximum speedup of the multi-threaded simulation,
which is achieved at simulation step 71, is only equal to 2.18. However, assuming that in-between simulation step
20 and 130 executing the non-parallelized contact detection and batch generation algorithms takes 12 ms, the
maximum speedup of the collision response system alone is equal to 3.77 (achieved at simulation step 87).

Figure 31: Performance graphs of the three benchmarks used for analyzing the efficiency of the
employed parallelization scheme. It should be noted that without the parallelization of the collision
response system, none of these three scenarios would run in real time (cf. Table 4).
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system. In comparison with the simulation that is limited to only one thread, the simulation that
uses two threads takes 23% less time to complete (cf. Table 4). The maximum speedup of an
individual simulation step is 1.62, with the maximum speedup of the collision response system alone
being equal to 1.89 (cf. performance graph in Figure 31(b)). The third and last benchmark uses
the scenario that consists of an iron bullet that smashes through eight stacks of wooden boxes
(see pictures in Figure 29(a)). This simulation is carried out on the i7-940 system. In contrast to the
Intel® Core2 Duo E6400 CPU, the Intel® Core i7 940 CPU has four individual processing cores,
which, through Intel’s hyper-threading technology, are capable of executing eight threads “at once”.
However, during various different benchmarks on this system, in most cases, the performance of
simulations with eight threads was only slightly better than the performance of the same simulations
using only four threads. In some cases, the performance with eight threads was even worse than the
performance with four threads. As a consequence, multi-threaded simulations on the i7-940 system
are limited to four threads only. As for the scenario that consists of an iron bullet smashing through
eight stacks of wooden boxes, the simulation that uses four threads takes 32% less time to complete
than the simulation that uses only one thread (cf. Table 4). The maximum speedup of an individual
simulation step is 2.18, with the maximum speedup of the collision response system alone being
equal to 3.77 (cf. performance graph in Figure 31(c)).
First and foremost, it should be noted that without the parallelization of the collision response
system, none of these three scenarios would run in real time. Only by using a multi-threaded
simulation, the time that is required for processing a single simulation step never exceeds the
barrier of 33 13 ms in all three simulations. Moreover, it should be noted that the complexity of
the simulation can be scaled with the number of available physical processing cores, but overall
parallel efficiency and scalability is still limited by the non-parallelized contact detection and batch
generation algorithms of the pe framework: Whereas on the E6400 system an iron bullet that
smashes through five stacks of wooden boxes can be simulated, the i7-940 system allows an identical
simulation with eight, but not 10 (considering the i7 940 CPU possesses twice the number of physical
processing cores) or 14 (considering the higher clock speed of the i7 940 CPU) stacks of boxes.
However, in all three benchmarks, the maximum speedup of the collision response system alone
scales almost perfectly with the number of available processing cores (see Figure 31). Unfortunately,
as already stated in Section 4, the parallel speedup of the collision response system is limited by the
current state of the simulated scenario: If only one single group of interconnected bodies must be
resolved by the collision response system, only one thread can be utilized .

5.3

Velocity-dependent Gravity Damping

As already stated in Section 3.8, velocity-dependent gravity damping aims at improving the performance of the simulation by reducing the amount of gravitational force that is exerted on steady
and slow moving rigid bodies (cf. Algorithm 12). Since velocity-dependent gravity damping is only
applied to slow moving or already resting bodies, the influence of the gravitational force remains
unchanged during the simulation of regularly moving bodies. In order to analyze the performance
improvement that is achieved by velocity-dependent gravity damping, the three scenarios that run in
real time on the E6400 system (see Figure 27) are executed again (again on the E6400 system): once
without gravity damping, and once again with gravity damping set to 70% (i.e., only 30% of the
 During the end of the simulation that involves 2816 objects that are trapped inside of an invisible cage (see pictures
in Figure 29(c)) when all these objects are piled up on one another, the amount of time that is required for processing
one simulation step remains unchanged, regardless of whether one, two, or four threads are used.
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(a) At the beginning of both simulations, the five stacks are at rest and all boxes are asleep. While the iron
bullet is smashing through the stacks (→ simulation steps 20–65), almost all boxes that are in motion move too
fast in order to be subject to gravity damping. Therefore, both simulations show similar performance. However,
beginning around simulation step 65, if gravity damping is activated, one after another, the boxes start to fall
asleep. If gravity damping is not activated, considerably more computation is required before the boxes start to
fall asleep (→ simulation steps 170–180). At simulation step 123, the simulation that applies gravity damping is
4.71 times faster than the simulation without gravity damping.

(b) Up until around simulation step 55, the 324 balls falling down into the small well cause a lot of movement:
None of these balls are at rest. Thus, both simulations show the same performance scaling behavior. However, if
gravity damping is activated, beginning around simulation step 55, one after another, the balls inside the well
come to rest: In-between simulation step 55 and 130, the stack of balls inside the well falls asleep. If gravity
damping is not activated, the stack of balls never falls asleep: The maximum number of iterations is too low in
order to remove enough gravity-induced velocity. At simulation step 159, the simulation that applies gravity
damping is 5.23 times faster than the simulation without gravity damping.

(c) While the 384 objects are floating around without gravity (→ simulation steps 0–30) and while they are falling
down to the ground (→ simulation steps 30–50), both simulations show the exact same performance scaling
behavior. If gravity damping is activated, beginning around simulation step 75, the wooden balls and boxes slowly
start to fall asleep at the bottom of the invisible cage. However, if gravity damping is not activated, considerably
more computation is required in-between simulation step 120 and 210. At simulation step 150, the simulation
that applies gravity damping is 3.47 times faster than the simulation without gravity damping.

Figure 32: Performance graphs of the three benchmarks (which correspond to the three scenarios
presented in Figure 27) used for analyzing the efficiency of velocity-dependent gravity damping.
Additional runtime information is listed in Table 5.
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Table 5: Additional runtime information that corresponds to the three benchmarks used for analyzing
the efficiency of velocity-dependent gravity damping (cf. performance graphs in Figure 32).
standard acceleration due to gravity is used for calculating the current velocity of slow and steady
bodies during their velocity update phase). If velocity-dependent gravity damping is activated, the
gravity damping threshold (cf. line 1 in Algorithm 12) is set to 8.33

cm
.
s

As for the scenario of the

iron bullet that smashes through five stacks of wooden boxes, in comparison with the simulation
without gravity damping, the simulation that uses velocity-dependent gravity damping takes 50%
less time to complete (→ speedup: 1.99), with a maximum speedup of an individual simulation step
of 4.71 (cf. performance graph in Figure 32(a)). The simulation of 324 wooden balls falling into
a small well takes 44% less time to complete (→ speedup: 1.78), with a maximum speedup of an
individual simulation step of 5.23 (cf. performance graph in Figure 32(b)). The simulation of 384
objects trapped inside of an invisible cage takes 35% less time to complete (→ speedup: 1.53), with
a maximum speedup of an individual simulation step of 3.47 (cf. performance graph in Figure 32(c)).
In all three scenarios, velocity-dependent gravity damping helps stacked-up objects to come to rest
more quickly. As a result, the performance of the entire simulation increases considerably.

5.4

Contact Processing Order

At the beginning of each iteration of the contact resolution algorithm, not just any arbitrary closing
contact is chosen to be processed, but the one contact that currently possesses the smallest ∆ϑAB,0
value (cf. line 11 of Algorithm 9). In other words, in each iteration of the contact resolution
algorithm, the contact that currently possesses the highest relative closing speed is processed. In
order to analyze the effect of this strategy, each of the two scenarios that are used as benchmarks
in this section is simulated twice: once with the contact resolution algorithm being configured to
always choose the contact that currently possesses the highest relative closing speed, and once
with the contact resolution algorithm being configured to choose any arbitrary closing contact .
All simulations are performed on the E6400 system. Two scenarios from Section 5.1 are used as
benchmarks: the iron bullet that smashes through five stacks of wooden boxes (see Figure 27(a))
and the 324 wooden balls that fall into a small well (see Figure 27(b)). In order to analyze the
differences between the two contact selection strategies, the collision response system is configured
to ignore the maximum number of iterations the contact resolution algorithm is allowed to perform.
Thus, the resolution algorithm is aborted if and only if the ∆ϑAB,0 value of every single contact lies
 At the beginning of each iteration of the contact resolution algorithm, the first contact of the list that records all
closing contacts (→ “listcl.contacts ” in Algorithm 9) is chosen to be processed.
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Table 6: Additional runtime information that corresponds to the benchmarks used for analyzing the
differences between the two contact selection strategies (cf. performance graphs in Figures 33 and 34).
below the resolution threshold of 83.4

µm
.
s

As a consequence, the shock propagation mechanism,

which normally follows the global contact resolution algorithm, is no longer required.
As for the scenario of the iron bullet that smashes through five stacks of wooden boxes (cf. performance graphs in Figures 33(a) and 34(a)), in comparison with the simulation that uses the strategy
of choosing any arbitrary closing contact, the simulation that uses the strategy of always choosing
the contact with the highest relative closing speed requires 85.8% fewer iterations per simulation
step. As a result, the entire simulation runs 3.72 times faster (cf. Table 6). If the 324 wooden balls

(a) The simulation that uses the strategy of always choosing the contact with the highest relative closing speed
requires considerably fewer iterations. While the iron bullet smashes through the five stacks of wooden boxes, this
strategy reaches its maximum of 217 313 iterations (→ simulation step 46). At simulation step 153, 267 times
fewer iterations are required (408 vs. 108 997 iterations, which corresponds to a decrease by 99.6%).

(b) Again, the simulation that uses the strategy of always choosing the contact with the highest relative closing
speed requires considerably fewer iterations. While the balls are hitting the ground and start to stack up, this
strategy reaches its maximum of 172 764 iterations (→ simulation step 17). At simulation step 15, 25.9 times
fewer iterations are required (70 493 vs. 1 825 412 iterations, which corresponds to a decrease by 96.1%).

Figure 33: Differences between the two contact selection strategies concerning the number of iterations
that are required during each simulation step in order to reach a fixed predefined simulation accuracy
(→ resolution threshold of 83.4 µm
). Additional information is listed in Table 6.
s
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(a) The strategy of always choosing the contact with the highest relative closing speed achieves significantly better
performance. While the iron bullet smashes through the five stacks of wooden boxes, a maximum of 159.6 ms is
reached (→ simulation step 46). At simulation step 36, compared with the strategy of choosing any arbitrary
contact, 92.3% less time is required (58.89 ms vs. 768.9 ms, which corresponds to a speedup of 13.1).

(b) Again, the strategy of always choosing the contact with the highest relative closing speed achieves significantly
better performance. While the balls are hitting the ground and start to stack up, a maximum of 113.0 ms is
reached (→ simulation step 17). At simulation step 15, compared with the strategy of choosing any arbitrary
contact, 92.5% less time is required (42.84 ms vs. 569.1 ms, which corresponds to a speedup of 13.3).

Figure 34: Differences between the two contact selection strategies concerning the time that is
required during each simulation step in order to reach a fixed predefined simulation accuracy
(→ resolution threshold of 83.4 µm
). Additional runtime information is listed in Table 6.
s
that fall into a small well are simulated (cf. performance graphs in Figures 33(b) and 34(b)), the
simulation that uses the strategy of always choosing the contact with the highest relative closing
speed requires 84.5% fewer iterations per simulation step and runs 3.08 times faster (cf. Table 6).
Consequently, in order to achieve the same accuracy, considerably fewer iterations are required if
instead of any arbitrary closing contact the one contact that currently possesses the highest relative
closing speed is chosen to be processed. Moreover, even if finding the one contact that satisfies this
condition requires more computational effort than simply choosing any arbitrary closing contact,
the performance gained due to the considerably smaller number of iterative steps (far) outweighs
the performance lost due to the additional computations that are required in each iterative step in
order to find the contact with the currently smallest ∆ϑAB,0 value. Consequently, by using this
contact selection strategy, the performance of the entire simulation increases dramatically.

5.5

Simulations with High Physical Accuracy

As already stated in various other sections of this thesis, given the right configuration, the collision
response system is capable of performing simulations with high physical accuracy. In contrast to
all previous benchmarks, in all of the simulations in this section, one second of simulation time is
subdivided into 960 time steps (→ one time step corresponds to 1.04 ms of simulation time). Thus,
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Figure 35: Three different scenarios, all simulated on the E6400 system, all using “high accuracy solver
settings”. The output of these simulations is “visually indistinguishable” from the same scenarios
simulated on the same system using “high performance solver settings” (see Figure 27): The iron
bullet that smashes through five stacks of wooden boxes, for example, still causes two smaller stacks
of boxes to remain standing in the front. In the second scenario, again, a pile of balls forms inside of
the well. In the third scenario, the balls and boxes also pile up in the corners of the cage.
one simulation step now consists of 32 time steps. Moreover, “high accuracy solver settings” are
applied to the collision response system: The penetration threshold is set to 0.1 mm, the sleep
threshold is set to 0.52

mm
,
s

the resolution threshold is set to 5.2

µm
,
s

the number of iterations the

global contact resolution algorithm is allowed to perform is not limited (→ the resolution algorithm is
aborted if and only if the ∆ϑAB,0 value of every single contact lies below the resolution threshold, not
before), the shock propagation mechanism is deactivated, the restitution threshold is set to 1.15

cm
,
s

and velocity-dependent gravity damping is also deactivated. The three scenarios presented in
Figure 27 are simulated again (again on the E6400 system). Only this time, smaller time steps and
a configuration that produces physically much more accurate results are used (see Figure 35).

Table 7: Additional runtime information that corresponds to the benchmarks used for analyzing the
differences between a configuration of the collision response system that focuses on high performance
(see Section 5.1) and a configuration that focuses on high physical accuracy.
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(a) The simulation that focuses on high physical accuracy requires considerably more time and reaches a maximum
of 976.84 ms at simulation step 69. At simulation step 154, when all five stacks have already collapsed and most
boxes are visually at rest, the simulation that focuses on high performance takes 98.7% less time to complete all
calculations that correspond to this simulation step (10.52 ms vs. 792.1 ms, which corresponds to a speedup of 75.3).

(b) Again, the simulation that focuses on high physical accuracy requires considerably more time: A maximum of
342.69 ms is reached at simulation step 168. At simulation step 169, when the stack of balls inside the well is
visually already at rest, the simulation that focuses on high performance takes 98.3% less time to complete all
calculations that correspond to this simulation step (5.843 ms vs. 341.5 ms, which corresponds to a speedup of 58.4).

(c) In the last scenario, the simulation that focuses on high physical accuracy reaches a maximum of 170.51 ms at
simulation step 121. At simulation step 227, when almost all objects at the bottom of the invisible cage are visually
already at rest, the simulation that focuses on high performance takes 90.3% less time to complete all calculations
that correspond to this simulation step (15.74 ms vs. 161.7 ms, which corresponds to a speedup of 10.3).

Figure 36: Performance difference between a configuration of the collision response system that focuses
on high performance (see Section 5.1) and a configuration that focuses on high physical accuracy.
As for the scenario of the iron bullet that smashes through five stacks of wooden boxes
(cf. performance graph in Figure 36(a)), in comparison with the simulation that achieves high
physical accuracy, the simulation that focuses on high performance takes 96.6% less time to complete.
In other words, the entire simulation runs 29.03 times faster (cf. Table 7). If the 324 wooden balls
that fall into a small well are simulated (cf. performance graph in Figure 36(b)), the simulation
that focuses on high performance takes 94.3% less time to complete (≙ the entire simulation runs
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17.67 times faster, cf. Table 7). As for the scenario of the 384 objects that are trapped inside
of an invisible cage (cf. performance graph in Figure 36(c)), the simulation that focuses on high
performance takes 85.5% less time to complete (≙ 6.88 times faster, cf. Table 7). Consequently,
choosing a configuration that focuses on high performance enables the collision response system to
achieve phenomenal performance, while at the same time the visual quality of the output is identical
to the output that is generated by a simulation that focuses on high accuracy (cf. Figures 27 and 35).
Moreover, considering the strict settings for the collision response system, with an average time
per simulation step of 482.80 ms, 264.32 ms, and 121.17 ms on the E6400 system (cf. Table 7),
simulations that focus on physical accuracy still achieve very high performance.

5.6

Further Simulation Capabilities

During the development and testing of the collision response system, many different scenarios have
been simulated, thereby revealing both the boundaries as well as the capabilities of the implemented
impulse-based iterative resolution approach. As for the boundaries, the chosen time steps, for
example, must not be too large: If standard gravity is used, one second of simulation time should
be divided into at least 180 equally sized time steps (i.e., each time step should span 5.56 ms of
simulation time at most). Moreover, as already stated, the efficiency of the employed shared memory
parallelization scheme is limited by the current state of the simulation (see Section 4). As for the
capabilities of the developed collision response system, many different scenarios can be simulated
correctly. In other words, simulations show the same behavior as their corresponding real physical

(a) Initially, the 7 small boxes (size of each box: 10 × 10 × 10 cm), which are slightly twisted around the z-axis, are
at rest. When the large box (20 × 20 × 20 cm) hits the plank, the small boxes are tossed into the air.

(b) The simulation starts with 15 small boxes (size of each box: 6.4 × 6.4 × 6.4 cm) being dropped onto the plank
(first image). When the large box hits the plank, the stack of small boxes is tossed into the air. Since the total
weight of these 15 boxes is less than the total weight of the 7 boxes in the previous scenario (cf. Figure 37(a)), the
15 small boxes in this simulation are tossed higher and farther than the 7 boxes in the previous simulation.

Figure 37: Two very similar scenarios (both simulated on the E6400 system, both, of course, running
in real time) that consist of multiple wooden boxes and a wooden plank that serves as a “catapult”.
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experiments. The collision response system, for example, is fully capable of correctly simulating
any state of Newton’s cradle. Newton’s cradle is a device that nicely demonstrates conservation
of momentum and energy via a series of identical swinging balls. If all collisions are modeled as
perfectly elastic collisions (→ all coefficients of restitution are set to 1), once set into motion, the
balls never stop swinging. If one of the outer balls is pulled away and released, it moves towards
the next ball, hits this ball, and comes to a dead stop, while at the same time the outer ball at the
other end is propelled forward. If initially two balls are pulled away, two balls at the other end are
propelled forward. If initially three balls are pulled away, three balls at the other end are propelled
forward , just as the corresponding real physical experiment suggests. Basically, the impulse-based
iterative collision response algorithm is fully capable of correctly simulating any situation that
involves initially pulling away an arbitrary number of balls at both ends of Newton’s cradle.
Further capabilities of the collision response system include the correct and stable handling
of weight and balance in all scenarios that include some sort of seesaw or catapult (see Figure 37).
Moreover, the implemented model for static and dynamic friction (see Section 3.5) produces visually
correct results in all simulations that have been performed so far. If, for example, an iron bullet is
smashed into a pile of wooden balls, each ball that is hit at the right angle by the bullet and whose
ability to move is heavily restricted by its surrounding balls starts spinning around its own axis.
Just like in reality, in the simulation, friction slows down this spinning motion until the ball stops
moving and again comes to rest. A more detailed analysis that compares the results of simulations
not just qualitatively but also quantitatively to physical experiments is certainly needed, but beyond
the scope of this thesis and therefore should be the subject of future work.

 If,

in total, only five balls are used, the central ball will continue swinging without ever coming to rest.
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CONCLUSION

Conclusion
Final Assessment

The collision response system that was developed in this thesis meets all the requirements that
were set at the beginning of the development process: It generates physically correct results for a
broad spectrum of simulation scenarios while at the same time all employed algorithms provide the
speed and efficiency to enable real-time simulations (cf. benchmarks in Sections 5.1 to 5.6). Many of
the physics simulation frameworks currently used in computer games only allow a relatively small
number of rigid bodies to pile up on one another. If a larger number of objects start to pile up, these
scenarios often tend to become unstable, resulting in erroneous vibrations as well as clearly visible
interpenetrations. The collision response system that was developed in this thesis, however, is not
only capable of performing stable real-time simulations of scenarios that include large numbers of
piled-up rigid bodies (cf. Figure 27), but also at the same time provides high visual accuracy.
Even if the ability to perform real-time simulations is one of the most remarkable features of the
collision response system, it is merely a very welcome side effect of both a highly efficient C++-based
implementation of all algorithms and the utilization of various methods (shared memory parallelization, a very efficient contact processing order, shock propagation, a sophisticated sleeping mechanism,
velocity-dependent gravity damping, etc.) whose sole purpose is to increase the performance of the
resolution procedure. At its very core, the focus of the collision resolution system is on physical
accuracy: Each collision is resolved according to the laws of rigid body dynamics (see Section 3.4).
Friction is handled by using the Coulomb friction model (see Section 3.5). If the iterative resolution
algorithm is not prematurely aborted, if some of the optional performance enhancing features
like velocity-dependent gravity damping are deactivated, and if appropriately small time steps
are chosen, the collision response system is capable of performing simulations with high physical
accuracy (see Section 5.5), while at the same time still achieving very good performance. Ultimately,
depending on the specific configuration of the collision response system, a wide variety of simulations
are possible, ranging from high performance real-time capable simulations, which, for example, are
required in interactive environments, to simulations that depend on high physical accuracy.

6.2

Future Work

The benchmarks in Section 5.4 show that in order to achieve the same simulation accuracy, considerably fewer iterations are required during the contact resolution algorithm if instead of any
arbitrary closing contact always the one contact that currently possesses the highest relative closing
speed is chosen to be processed. By using this contact selection strategy, the performance of the
entire simulation increases dramatically. Therefore, since the order in which contacts are processed
by the iterative resolution algorithm greatly influences the performance of the simulation, future
work should figure out whether the current processing order already represents the optimal selection
strategy or whether another processing order might lead to an even faster convergence.
Moreover, future work could also look into improving the penetration correction algorithm by
performing corrections not only via linear displacements but also via rotations. Since the collision
response system that was developed in this thesis uses a static contact detection algorithm in
combination with a time-stepping scheme, interpenetrations between rigid bodies are inevitable, no
matter how small the size of each time step. Due to its recursive nature, the penetration correction
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algorithm presented in Sections 2.3 to 2.5 only uses linear displacements. If, however, a particular
interpenetration between two rigid bodies can be corrected without effecting any other bodies, in
order to more realistically model the events that occur in-between two time steps, a correction
strategy that utilizes both linear displacements as well as rotations should be used.
So far, the degree of physical accuracy is only measured based on the visual accuracy of the
simulation output (see Section 5.6) and the strict threshold values the resolution algorithm is forced
to satisfy (see Section 5.5). Therefore, as already stated at the end of Section 5.6, a more detailed
analysis that compares the results of simulations not just qualitatively but also quantitatively to
real physical experiments is certainly needed and should be the subject of future work.
Lastly, in order to further improve the real-time performance of the entire pe framework, the
contact detection algorithm must be parallelized. The benchmarks in Section 5.2 clearly demonstrate
that the collision response system alone is capable of achieving a maximum parallel speedup close to
the number of available physical processing cores. However, the performance graphs in Figure 31
also clearly show that overall parallel efficiency and scalability is still mainly limited by the nonparallelized contact detection algorithm. In other words, despite the high performance demonstrated
by the benchmarks in Section 5.1, the full real-time potential of the pe framework is not yet reached.
Consequently, future work should look into a shared memory parallelization of the contact detection
system, thereby most likely enabling even larger and more complex real-time simulations.
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